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Foreword
Increased economic cooperation amongst countries leading to technology and skill transfer and the
optimal use of natural resources and labor is fast emerging as the key driver of competitiveness in
many economic regions. Particularly as Asia redeﬁnes its strategic position in the global economic
order, increased cooperation between Asian countries assumes greater importance in this change
of power in the world.
India and Vietnam share many similarities and are ranked among the key emerging market
economies of the world today. India has developed as a knowledge and skills intensive economy
and ranks second in the list of best FDI destinations around the world. The Vietnamese economy
has gained the opportunity to become part of the global production network through the foreign
investment activity. India ranks 56th on the Global Competitiveness Index 2011-12, amongst the
142 countries ranked, while Vietnam ranks 65th, registering signiﬁcant improvement from being in
the 75th position in 2009-10.
It is therefore, ﬁtting, that our strategic trade and bilateral relationship reﬂect our common interests
and aspirations, and thus help to leverage the full potential of the multifaceted bonds between our
two countries. The two-way trade between Vietnam and India has increased by about 200 percent
in the last four years to around USD 2.8 billion in 2010. There is however, enormous potential
waiting to be tapped in terms of economic and commercial partnerships between the two nations.
Vietnam’s Government is determined to enhance the country’s economic performance. The
country’s state-owned enterprises are being reined in, with an ever increasing share of the
economy passing into the hands of the private sector. Vietnam also holds a place of signiﬁcance in
view of India’s ‘ Look east Policy” and the India – ASEAN FTA – India – Vietnam Bilateral Agreement
which has become operational from June 1, 2010. In October 2011, the Vietnamese President,
Troung Tan Sang and the India Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh held comprehensive talks on
bilateral issues to boost strategic and trade ties. India-Vietnam aims to achieve Seven USD billion
bilateral trade by 2015.
There can be numerous possibilities for considerable mutual investment and joint ventures in
sectors like engineering, energy, urban infrastructure, ﬁnancial services, pharmaceuticals, textiles
and information and communication technology. These sectors all offer a good combination of high
global and domestic demand and a myriad of investment incentives. Vietnam is in a growth phase
and is establishing physical and social infrastructure, providing opportunities to Indian businesses
to set up projects there, and supply goods and services for infrastructure up gradation and
modernization of their manufacturing facilities.
Both KPMG and IMC take pride in presenting the background note prepared by KPMG, for the
ﬂagship annual event of IMC – “India Calling”.This paper is an attempt to explore the direction in
which India and Vietnam can extend cooperation and in this endeavor, we present a brief overview
of these economies, their advantages, a synopsis of the sector opportunities and an overview of
doing business in India.

Russell Parera

Bhavna Doshi

CEO
KPMG in India

President
IMC
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Factsheet
Vietnam

India

Nominal GDP (2010)

USD 93 Billion

1,726 billion USD

Population (2010)

87 million

Population Density

284.97 people per sq. km

FDI (2010)

USD 7.9 Billion

Currency

Vietnamese dong

Indian rupee

Exchange Regime

Pegged rate

Managed float

Key Commodity Exports
Include

Food products and Manufactured
items

Jewellery & Precious Metals,
Mineral Fuels & Oil, Organic
Chemicals, Electrical Machinery
& Equipment etc

Key Export Markets

US, Japan, China etc

UAE, US, China and South East
Asia Region etc

Main Imports

Refined Petroleum, Industrial
Machinery&Equipments, Iron & Steel
etc

Mineral fuels, Industrial
Machinery&Equipments,
Precious Metal. & Gems etc

Rank in Global
Competitiveness Index
2011-12
(amongst 142 countries)

65

56

Source: Worldbank, EIU

1,184 million
364.9 people per sq. km
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Indo – Vietnam
A Review of Economies
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Different paths to growth, structurally diverse strengths,
yet a common economic goal – high growth
Along with the spiraling strength of Asia, India and Vietnam
have etched their place in the continent as global destinations
of growth and investment.

Nominal GDP (USD bn), India

A convergence of strategic interests, strong cultural linkages
and distinct advantages characterize the relationship between
these countries, where exploiting the untapped trade
and investment potential presents the next course of this
association.

The India Story
In recent times, India has been rated as the third most
preferred investment destination globally0. Global perception
of India has seen a major shift after the country initiated
progressive reforms across different sectors of the economy
in the early nineties. The crossover to a market led growth
strategy, with a greater role for the private sector in the
important areas of the economy, has helped India emerge
as the fourth largest global economy on a purchasing power
parity basis in just over a decade.
The Indian economy registered an average growth rate of
around eight percent in the last decade, and is expected
to grow by around 7- 7.5 percent in 2011-120. The Indian
growth story over the last decade has been remarkable,
opening up new opportunities in various sectors. Combined
with conducive global socio-economic factors, strong
macroeconomic fundamentals and a robust institutional
framework, the Indian economy is today poised to achieve its
true potential.

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

GDP expenditure break up (2010), India

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

0. World Investment Prospects Survey 2009-2012’, UNCTAD
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The Investment- Saving- Consumption Story
High growth in India has largely been driven by the inherently
strong domestic factors including domestic demand
and investment. The gradual but steady liberalization of
government policies since 1991 have further created
conditions for a sustained investment boom, a buoyant
international economic environment, and a rapidly expanding
modern services sector. Increasing integration of the Indian
economy with the world economy has also contributed to the
rapid growth of the country. Trade to GDP ratio of the country
increased from just 27 percent in 2000 to 43 percent in 2010.

Strong fundamentals of the Indian economy have led to
capitulating cross-border interest in investing in India leading
to a parallel momentum in FDI inﬂow from 2000-01 onwards.
FDI inﬂow increased from a meager USD 4 billion in 2000
to an astonishing USD 25 billion in 20101. India, now, ranks
second in the list of best FDI destinations around the world
and the country is expected to retain its position among the
top ﬁve attractive destinations for international investors
during 2010-122.

2000-01

2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

Trade* (% of GDP)

27

27

29

31

37

41

45

44

52

44

43

Saving (% of GDP)

23.7

23.5

26.3

29.8

32.4

33.5

34.6

36.9

32.2

33.7

33.8

Investment (% of GDP)

24.3

22.8

25.2

27.6

32.8

34.7

35.7

38.1

34.5

36.5

36.4

Source: World Development Indicators, Economic Advisory Council to PM, *export and import of goods and services

India currently has one of the highest national saving ratios in the world (34 percent
as against 23.6 percent in Japan and 9.8 percent in USA)3. This is expected to
further increase along with the decline in the dependency ratio (Aged population).
Illustratively, the dependency ratio in India declined from 0.8 in 1991 to 0.73 in 2001
and it is further expected to decline to 0.59 in 20114.

1 Economic Intelligence Unit
2 World Investment Prospects Survey 2009-2012’, UNCTAD

3 World Development Indicators 2011, The World Bank
4 Economic Survey, 2007-08.
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High Demographic Dividends

Improving Infrastructure

While being core to the presence of a large base of workers, a
young population is also expected to play a huge role in driving
the consumption and investment of the country. The median
age in India is currently 26 yrs and by 2050, 68 percent5 of its
population is expected to be in the working age group (1564yrs) in contrast to much of the developed world and regional
competitors, such as China.

The increasing infrastructure investment in India within
the Public Private Partnership (PPP) framework is opening
immense opportunities for growth by boosting trade and
investment domestically and linking rural India, where close
to 70 percent8 of Indian population resides, with the main
economy.

Infrastructure investment
Working age population as (%) of total population

Source: UN Population Statistics, Planning Commission of India

A Skilled and Educated Workforce
The large pool of cost effective, skilled and English speaking
workforce has positioned India in the world map as a preferred
manufacturing, production and outsourcing centre. India has
the 3rd largest higher education system in the world after
China and USA and the education system of the country is
further expected to grow6.
Realizing the importance of skills for sustaining the growth
momentum, the government of India is expected to provide
vocational training to 500 million workers by 20227. Thus an
increasing base of skilled working population is expected to
boost economic growth through higher employability and
productivity.
5 UN Population Statistics
6 Ministry of External Affairs

Source: UN Population Statistics, Planning Commission of India
Note: Infrastructure includes electricity, roads and bridges, railways, ports,
airports, storage, telecom, irrigation, water supply and sanitation, oil & gas
pipelines.

With relaxation of labor laws and the proposed ‘National
Manufacturing Policy’, the manufacturing sector is expected
to play a signiﬁcant role in the economic growth of the nation.
The gradually liberalizing policies of the Government of India
are further expected to boost investment and trade in the
economy.

7 Ministry of Labor
8 Census of India, 2011
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On the other hand, the Vietnam story has been driven by factors distinct to India
Since the program of economic reform was launched in
Vietnam in 1986, the Vietnamese economy has undergone a
dramatic change. Over the last 20 years, Vietnam has been
one of the fastest-growing economies in Asia, with gross
domestic product (GDP) growth averaging over 7.3 percent
between 2000 -2010.

Economic Liberalization
The open door policy of the Vietnamese economy has
been the key driver of growth in the country. The trade
environment of Vietnam was highly restricted through the
mid-1980s. However, the reform process started in 1986 led
to the dismantling of non-tariff barriers, tariff reductions and
liberalization of the Vietnamese policies towards FDI9 to make
the Vietnamese economy a more market oriented economy.
The foreign trade-GDP ratio in Vietnam over last ﬁve years has
exceeded 150 percent10, a massive increase compared with
the 1990 level.

In India, the Government consumption as percent of GDP
at 11.51 percent is much higher than that of Vietnam at 6.1
percent. On the other hand, private consumption as a percent
of GDP is higher in Vietnam (63.7 percent) compared to India
(57.18) percent.
• On the gross ﬁxed investment components, both nations
stand similar at around 30 percent) with CAGRs of 15
percent
• While Indian exports and imports accounted for 21.4
percent and 24.78 percent of GDP, Vietnam accounted for
76.8 percent exports and 85.4 percent imports.
The Vietnamese economy has gained the opportunity to
become a chain of the global production network through the
foreign investment activity.

Besides foreign trade, the growing foreign investment
has contributed signiﬁcantly to the economic growth of
Vietnam. The clear and attractive provisions of the ‘Foreign
Investment Law’ as well as related legal system and long
term expenditure on infrastructure have contributed to the
establishment of a favorable environment for foreign investors
in Vietnam, an environment which is more transparent, liberal
and able to compete with other countries within the region.

9 Dollar and Ljunggren 1997
10 World Development Indicators
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Nominal GDP (USD Bn), Vietnam

GDP expenditures break up (2010)

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Indicator

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Trade* (% of GDP)

113

112

119

127

139

142

152

170

171

147

165

FDI (USD billion)

1.3

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

2.0

2.4

6.7

9.6

7.6

7.9

Export (bill USD)

14.5

15.0

16.7

20.1

26.5

32.4

39.8

48.6

62.7

57.1

72.2

% changes

25.5

3.8

11.2

20.6

31.4

22.5

22.7

21.9

29.1

Import (bill USD)

15.6

16.2

19.7

25.3

32.0

36.8

44.9

62.8

80.7

69.9

84.8

% changes

34.5

3.7

21.8

27.9

26.6

15.0

22.1

39.8

28.6

-13.3

21.2

-8.9

26.4

Source: General Statistics Office of Vietnam (GSO), Statistics Yearbook 2010, EIU, World Development Indicators, *export and import of goods and services

Key growth drivers
Improved Business Environment
Improved business environment in terms of infrastructure and institutional
environment has also contributed to the growth of the Vietnamese economy. A
considerable share of public investment and foreign investment has been channeled
to the development of infrastructure such as electricity, water, communication,
roads and ports. Institutional environment for business has become much more
liberal and transparent, with a number of new laws and regulations such as the
Enterprise Law, Competition Law, Investment Laws and the Enterprise Laws issued
recently .

11 http://www.ueb.edu.vn/Uploads/ﬁle/caomanhtuan@xahoimang.com/2010/04/21/eco-growth.pdf
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India v/s Vietnam – A Comparison
Both the Indian and Vietnamese economy have grown
remarkably since the process of economic reform launched
in their countries in early 1990s and late 1980s respectively.
However, the growth in these countries has been driven by a
different set of drivers. In India, while growth has been driven

more by domestic factors, the external sector has played a
more signiﬁcant role in Vietnam’s growth. Furthermore, while
the services sector fueled India’s growth, Vietnam, like the
other Asian economies, has been driven by the industrial
sector.

GDP sector break-up - India
Agriculture
Agricultural value-added, including livestock, forestry and ﬁshing,
at constant 2004/05 prices
Industry
Mining, quarrying, manufacturing, construction and utilities valueadded at constant 2004/05 prices
Services
Services sector value-added at constant 2004/05 prices

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

GDP sector break-up - Vietnam
Agriculture
Agricultural value-added, including livestock, forestry and ﬁshing,
at constant 1994 prices.
Industry
Mining, quarrying, manufacturing, construction and utilities valueadded at constant 1994 prices.
Services
Services sector value-added at constant 1994 prices.

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

• India has developed as a knowledge and skills intensive economy. The services sector is the fastest growing sector with a
healthy CAGR of over 10 percent in 2005-10
• In Vietnam, both the services sector and industry accounted for 42 percent (each) of GDP. They also reported a healthy CAGR
of over 7 percent
• The Vietnamese economy has gained the opportunity to become a chain of the global production network through the
foreign investment activity.
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Growth & Productivity Comparison
Growth of real capital stock (%)

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Correlation Between

Vietnam

India

Labor & GDP

0.57

0.99

Capital & GDP

0.40

0.77

Total Factor & GDP

0.42

0.98

Real Capital Stock Growth:
Growth in the real stock of ﬁxed assets (machinery & equipment, buildings
etc).
Labour Productivity growth:
Efﬁciency of labour measured in terms of output per worker (real GDP per
person employed).

Labour productivity growth (%)
Total Factor Productivity Growth:
Total factor productivity (TFP or multifactor productivity) is the part of
economic output growth not accounted for by the growth in inputs (labour
and capital).

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Total factor productivity growth (%)

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist
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Labour Cost Comparision
Growth of real GDP per head (% pa)

Overall unit labour costs (US USD-based; % change pa)

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

• The correlation between growth in real GDP per head
and labor productivity growth in India is 0.99 in contrast
to 0.57 in Vietnam
• It reﬂects heavy dependence of the Indian economy on
human capital industries/ services
• On the other hand, Vietnam with a correlation of around
0.5 for all the factors (labor, capital and total factor),
indicates a more uniform distribution of importance to
all the factors of production in the Vietnamese economy.

• The percentage change in per unit labor costs in India
is higher than that of Vietnam
• This could be attributed to the fact that India is a highly
knowledge intensive economy due to large services
sector
• Per unit labor cost ﬂuctuation is typically more
pronounced in services sector in comparison to a
manufacturing sector.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member ﬁrm of the KPMG network of independent member ﬁrms afﬁliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Exchange Rates & Interest Rates Comparison
Exchange rate LCU (Local Currency Unit, India):
US USD (av)

Exchange rate LCU (Local Currency Unit, Vietnam):
US USD (av)

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist
Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

• Indian LCU (INR) to USD mainly ﬂuctuates between 40 to 50, with
recent exchange rate by 2011 Quarter 2 of 44.7.
• A long term devaluation trend can be seen in the Vietnam LCU to USD.
The pace of devaluation increased since the 2007-08 global recession.
Such devaluation of Vietnam LCU is making Vietnamese exports even
more competitive with time.
LCU = (Local Currency Unit)

Debt Scenario Comparison
Debt picture , 2010
Total debt/exports of Goods & Services
Total external debt stock as a percentage of exports of goods, non-factor
services, income, and workers remittances.
Total debt/GDP
Total external debt at end-period as a percentage of nominal GDP.
Debt-service ratio
Total external debt service paid as a percentage of exports of goods, nonfactor services, income and workers remittances.

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist
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Vietnam

India

CAGR (2005-10),
Vietnam

CAGR (2005-10),
India

Total foreign debt (Bn USD)

32.8

251.9

11.50%

15.94%

Total debt/exports of G&S

37.5

61.3

-4.19%

-1.43%

Total debt/GDP

31.7

14.6

-2.48%

0.33%

Debt-service ratio, paid

1.3

8.9

-11.42%

-7.43%

• Total debt as percent of G&S exports is much lesser for
Vietnam than India
• This again reinforces the point on large exports of Vietnam as
the percent of its GDP in contrast to India.
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Current Account & Trade Balances Comparison
Trade Balance, Vietnam, 2010

Trade Balance, India, 2010

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Service Balance, Vietnam, 2010

Service Balance, India, 2010

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Services: credit (US USD) : Payments received for services rendered to overseas residents and companies.
Services: debit (US USD) : Payments made for overseas services rendered to domestic residents and companies.
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Percent turnover,
Vietnam, 2010

Percent turnover,
India 2010

CAGR (2005-10),
Vietnam

CAGR (2005-10),
India

Trade balance

5.02%

22.66%

25.64%

22.85%

Services: balance

6.33%

20.24%

26.40%

15.81%

Income: balance

82.28%

40.61%

30.72%

14.59%

Debt-service ratio, paid

1.3

8.9

-11.42%

-7.43%

Percent turnover : Percent turnover is the percentage of balance per total inﬂow and outﬂow. It is a relative indicator of
magnitude of balance for comparison

Income Balance, Vietnam, 2010

Income Balance, India, 2010

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Source: Economist intelligence Unit, The Economist

Income: credit (US USD) : Repatriated earnings on overseas investments, including interest, proﬁt and dividends, plus all forms of employee
compensation.
Income: debit (US USD) : Payments abroad in respect of foreign-owned investments in the domestic economy, including interest, proﬁt and
dividends, plus all forms of employee compensation.

• India is a services led economy. While all the balances are on the debit/import side (which is intuitive for a
developing economy), India has a services balance of USD 41.6 bn on the export side
• For India, the services balance CAGR at 15.81 percent, (2005-10) represents a high services sector
growth
• Percent turnovers for Vietnam are relatively smaller than India for trade and services balances, which
represents a more balanced economy in terms of world trade for Vietnam
• Given the size of the economies, the relative attractiveness of Vietnam as a FDI destination compares
much higher to India
• Vietnam has large FDI inﬂows where as fewer outﬂows and hence income debited outruns the income
credited by large amounts
• The CAGR for income balance in Vietnam is much higher compared to India.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member ﬁrm of the KPMG network of independent member ﬁrms afﬁliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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What can India offer?
India has developed as a knowledge and skills intensive economy where labor
productivity is highly correlated to GDP per head growth. A high services share
and growth presents this picture well but a positive services balance proves India’s
true potential in services sector. While most of the developing economies stayed
still and watched the global recession during 2007-09, the Indian economy stayed
robust and maintained healthy growth.
India’s well-recognized strength in knowledge driven industries presents great
potential for strengthening collaboration with Vietnam in several emerging ﬁelds.
There can be numerous exciting possibilities for considerable mutual investment
and joint ventures in various service sector initiatives.

What can Vietnam offer?
Vietnam is a much more open economy (as indicated by very
high exports and imports as percent of GDP).
Vietnam is growing as a global manufacturing hub and India
can beneﬁt hugely by investing in diverse manufacturing areas.
Some aspects supporting the idea of Vietnam as a fast growing
manufacturing hub include :
• Labor costs per unit produced in Vietnam is much more stable
as compared to India
• In Vietnam, exports accounted for 76.8 percent of GDP in
2010 and a uniform devaluation of Vietnam’s currency since
2000 indicates that exports from Vietnam can get even more
competitive with time
• Income balance for Vietnam is highly towards debit side and
growing at a CAGR of 30.72 percent, indicating a favorable
attitude of policy makers towards foreign investments.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member ﬁrm of the KPMG network of independent member ﬁrms afﬁliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Economic integration between India and
Vietnam is far below potential…
While some of the concentrated efforts made by both
governments in this direction have already manifested in an
improving volume of foreign trade and foreign investment
between both countries, the potential for bilateral exchange
remains largely untapped. Despite a continuous increase
in trade over the last eight years with total bilateral trade
crossing the USD 2 billion mark in 2008-0912, when compared
with their trade with other countries such as China and
USA, bilateral trade is still largely unﬂedged. Despite
enforcing trade frameworks, there has been less than
potential expansion in economic integration between these
economies. Now, both the countries have set a bilateral trade
target of USD 7 billion by 2015 to o give a boost to economic
ties.

Untapped Trade Potential between India and Vietnam

Source: Export Import Data Bank, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, GOI

Bilateral trade between India and Vietnam
Year

20002001

20012002

20022003

20032004

20042005

20052006

20062007

20072008

20082009

20092010

2010-2011
(Apr-Dec)

23.7

23.5

26.3

29.8

32.4

33.5

34.6

36.9

32.2

33.7

33.8

238.3

237.1

366.6

448.6

642.5

822.1

1,153.1

1,783.8

2,147.3

2,360.8

2,727.2

54.6

22.4

43.2

28.0

40.3

54.7

20.4

9.9

TOTAL TRADE
Bilateral total trade (USD million)

%Growth
-

-0.5

-

%Share in India’s total trade

Trade Balance (USD million)

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.6

213.5

199.3

308.2

372.2

469.5

559.3

818.3

1436.4

1330.0

1317.1

1146.0

Source: Export Import Data Bank, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, GOI

12 Export Import Data Bank, GOI
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… leaving colossal scope for expanding exports and imports …
The nature of the export baskets of both countries are also
attributed to low trade between both these economies. A
detailed analysis of the export baskets of India and Vietnam
suggests that products such as chemicals, plastic products,
machinery and equipment, tea and coffee, cashew, footwear,
pepper, garments, and marine products ﬁgure in the export
lists of both the countries.

The trade relationship between India and Vietnam is largely
supported by India’s export to Vietnam and places India in a
position to enjoy a favorable trade balance. Illustratively, in
2010-11, India’s exports to Vietnam at USD 1,936.6 million
were more than two times of imports (USD 790.6 million)13.
However, recent times have also seen a surge in imports
from Vietnam to India with imports registering a 135 percent
growth in 2008-09 and a 27 percent growth in 2009-1014.

Export and Import between India and Vietnam
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20012002
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India’s import from Vietnam (USD
million)
%Growth

-

%Share in India’s total imports

0.0

0.3

Source: Export Import Data Bank, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, GOI

India’s export basket to Vietnam majorly constitutes of Meat and edible meat offal,
cereals, cotton, pharmaceuticals, iron and steel, ordinary metals, chemical allied
products, plastic and articles, machinery and equipment, etc15. Vietnam exports to
India include machinery and equipment, coffee and tea, mineral fuels and mineral
oils products, rubber, iron and steel, computer hardware, electronics, organic
chemicals, automobiles, plastic materials and products, etc15.

13 Export Import Data Bank, GOI
14 Export Import Data Bank, GOI, Data for 2010-2011 refers to the April to
December period

15 Indo-Vietnamese Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
Newsletter Jan-March 2011
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Country-wise export, India, 2010

• India’s major exports are primarily
to the Middle East and the South
East Asia region including Vietnam
• Top 5 countries constitute around
40 percent of total exports from
India
• India’s share of exports to Vietnam
is at 1 percent and ranks over 20 in
terms of export trade partner
•

Potential for foreign trade and
investment between both
countries remains largely
untapped.

Source: KPMG in India Analysis, Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce & industry, Government of India
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Country-wise imports - India 2010

• Countries which constitute high
trade (Indian imports) as well
as very high growth (CAGR>50
percent) are mainly from the
Middle East region
• Top 5 countries constitute around
35 percent of total imports to India
• Percent of imports from Vietnam
is 0.18 percent and ranks 54 in the
entire list of countries.

USD million

Source: KPMG Analysis, Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce & industry, Government of India
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Commodity-wise exports, India, 2010

• Top ﬁve commodities constitute
around 45 percent of total exports
from India.
• Top two commodities-Jewellery
& Precious Metals and Mineral
Fuels & Oils constitute around 33
percent of total exports.

Source: KPMG Analysis, Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce & industry, Government of India

Government of India classiﬁes the trade commodities as per HS (Harmonized System) classiﬁcation. Classiﬁcation
has been provided as Annexure-1. For details regarding each commodity group, Annexure-1 can be referred.
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Commodity-wise import, India, 2010

• Top ﬁve commodities constitute
around 70 percent of total exports
from India. Mineral Fuels & Oils
alone constitute around 33 percent
of total exports
• The same commodities feature in the
top ﬁve Imports and Exports list.

USD million

Source: Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce & industry, Government of India

Government of India classiﬁes the trade commodities as per HS (Harmonized System) classiﬁcation. Classiﬁcation
has been provided as Annexure-1. For details regarding each commodity group, Annexure-1 can be referred.
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Country-wise export, Vietnam, 2010

• Out of top the 20 countries (exports share wise), India
and Switzerland are the main countries reporting high
trade growth (CAGR >50 percent).
• The top 5 countries constitute around 50 percent of
total exports from Vietnam
• India ranks 20th with an export share of only 1.3
percent.

Source: Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce & industry, Government of India
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Country-wise import, Vietnam, 2010

• Top ﬁve countries constitute around 60 percent of
total imports
• While India is developing trade ties with middle east
countries, Vietnam seems more inclined towards
South East Asian countries
• Imports from India constitute 2.08 percent with a
healthy CAGR of 24.21 percent.

Source: Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce & industry, Government of India
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Commodity-wise export, Vietnam 2009

Top three commodities constitute around 70
percent of total exports from Vietnam.

Source: Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce & industry, Government of India

Vietnam classiﬁes trade commodities as per SITC (Standard International Trade Classiﬁcation).
Classiﬁcation has been provided as Annexure-2. For details regarding each commodity group,
Annexure-2 can be referred.
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Commodity-wise import, India from Vietnam, 2009

• Top three commodities constitute around 70
percent of total imports to Vietnam
• Capital goods such as machinery, transport
and material goods constitute major imports
• High share as well as growth rate of
machinery imports reﬂects its focus on the
manufacturing sector.

Source: General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam

Vietnam classiﬁes trade commodities as per SITC (Standard International Trade Classiﬁcation).
Classiﬁcation has been provided as Annexure-2. For details regarding each commodity group,
Annexure-2 can be referred.
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Commodity-wise export, India to Vietnam, 2009

• Top 5 commodities constitute around 58 percent of
total exports from India to Vietnam
• Most of the top commodities fall into raw material
category, speciﬁcally food and agriculture based
commodities
• Food exports such as meat and cereals are also very
high growth trade commodities.

Source: General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam

Above classiﬁcation of commodities is as per HS (Harmonized System) classiﬁcation. Classiﬁcation has
been provided as Annexure-1. For details regarding each commodity group, Annexure-1 can be referred.
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Commodity-wise import, India from Vietnam, 2010

• Top 5 commodities constitute around 68
percent of total imports from Vietnam to
India
• These include a diverse range of products
ranging from coffee, fuel, chemicals to high
tech machinery commodities
• Electrical machinery and equipments
constitute majority of the imports (29
percent) and are also very high growth trade
commodities (CAGR>50 percent)

Source: KPMG Analysis, Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce & industry, Government of India

Above classiﬁcation of commodities is as per HS (Harmonized System) classiﬁcation. Classiﬁcation has
been provided as Annexure-1. For details regarding each commodity group, Annexure-1 can be referred.
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Indo-Vietnam trade relative ranks and trade
balance trends
Trade Relative Ranks

Source: KPMG Analysis, Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce &
industry, Government of India, General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam

The ranks for both the countries indicate the improving trade
opportunities.

Trade Balance (India’s exports to Vietnam minus Vietnam’s
exports to India) USD Mn

Source: Department of commerce, Ministry of commerce & industry,
Government of India

Trade balance (relative to India) has been decreasing
continuously for the past 3 years
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Services Balance, India

Source: UNCTAD STAT, United Nations Conference on Trade & Development

Services Balance, Vietnam

Source: UNCTAD STAT, United Nations Conference on Trade & Development

• Since 2004, the services balance has been positive
for India. This positive balance demonstrates India’s
capabilities in knowledge and skill intensive industries
• On the other hand, services balance has never been
positive for Vietnam reﬂecting the strong growth of
Vietnamese economy as a manufacturing and export hub.
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Vietnam has been able to take advantage of its export
capabilities as reﬂected in the very high growth rate of exports
from Vietnam to India in the past three years.

Following are the top 5 export commodities to Vietnam from
India:

Following are the top 5 export commodities from India

2. Meat and edible meat offal

1. Jewellery & Precious Metals

3. Cereals

2. Mineral Fuels & Oils

4. Cotton

3. Organic Chemicals

5. Pharmaceutical products.

4. Electrical Machinery And Equipment

The major export capabilities of India clearly matches with
major import requirements of Vietnam. However, India
is largely exporting food and agri raw material as prime
commodities to Vietnam. Clearly, India can focus more on the
export commodity mix and leverage its capabilities on the
trade front.

5. Nuclear Reactors & Mechanical Appliances

Following are the top 5 import commodities group to Vietnam

1. Animal fodder

1. Machinery and transport equipment
2. Manufactured goods classiﬁed chieﬂy by materials
3. Chemical and related products
4. Mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials
5. Food, foodstuff and live animal
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Foreign Direct Investments (FDI), India
Foreign Direct Investments (FDI), India

Source: KPMG in India Analysis, Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India, General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam

FDI trend, Vietnam

Source: KPMG in India Analysis, Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India, General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam

India (CAGR 2005-10)

Vietnam (CAGR 2005-10)

Inward direct investment (US USD)

32.33%

32.33%

Outward direct investment (US USD)

37.52%

63.95%

Net direct investment flows (US USD)

16.58%

30.54%

• Since 2005, India has witnessed high growth in both inward as well as outward
ﬂows
• Where India has seen outﬂows proportional to inﬂows, Vietnam has witnessed
negligible outﬂows in comparison to inﬂows
• Given the relative size of the economy, FDI as a percent of total investments
and GDP in Vietnam is almost three times that of India.
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Inward FDI ﬂow as percentage of GDP

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, The Economist

Inward FDI ﬂow as percentage of ﬁxed investment

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, The Economist

India (CAGR 2005-10)

Vietnam (CAGR 2005-10)

Inward FDI flow/GDP (%)

9.02%

15.86%

Inward FDI flow (% of fixed investment)

9.81%

15.03%

Net direct investment flows (US USD)

16.58%

30.54%

• Trends for India and Vietnam seem to be highly correlated. The only major
contrast is in terms of the magnitude where Vietnam seems to constitute a
much larger portion of GDP and ﬁxed investment as FDI
• FDI is a global phenomenon for developing countries. During 2007-08, before
the global recession, the percentage of FDI peaked for both the countries,
thereby highlighting the investment attractiveness of both the nations.
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Sector-wise FDI (Recent and Cumulative), India, 2010-11

• The services sector in India continues to
attract major FDIs
• Traditionally, the computer software and
hardware industries attracted huge FDIs
• Sectors which have shown increasing
international interest include: Telecom,
Automobile, Power and Metallurgical
industries among others.

Source: Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India
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Area-wise FDI (Recent and Cumulative), India, 2010-11

Chandigarh, Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh are the new
locations attracting investor attention.

Source: KPMG in India Analysis, Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India
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Sector-wise FDI (Recent and Cumulative), Vietnam, 2010

• Traditionally, the manufacturing sector in Vietnam
has attracted major FDI inﬂows
• Real Estate activities, Construction, Electricity,
Gas, Stream and Air Conditioning Supply and
Transportation attracted huge investment in 2010.

Source: General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam
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Area-wise FDI (Recent and Cumulative), Vietnam, 2010

Areas which have recently emerged as attractive
destinations for FDI include : Qu ng Nam, Qu ng Ninh,
Ngh An and Cà Mau.

Source: General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam
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India
• Traditional sectors attracting FDIs: Services Sector (Financial & Non-Financial) and Computer Software &
Hardware
• Emerging sectors attracting FDIs: Telecom, Automobile, Power, Construction and Metallurgical industries.
• Traditional places attracting FDIs: Maharashtra, Delhi, Part Of Up And Haryana Recently
• Emerging places attracting FDIs: Chandigarh, Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh.

Vietnam
• Traditional sectors attracting FDIs: Manufacturing and Real estate
• Emerging sectors attracting FDIs: Construction, Electricity, gas, stream and air conditioning supply and
transportation.

… Supported by strong trade enabling frameworks and mechanisms
The Indo-Vietnam relationship is governed by strong trade
mechanisms marked by close cooperation in various regional
forums such as ASEAN, East Asia Summit, Mekong Ganga
Cooperation, Asia Europe Meeting (ASEM), besides UN and
the WTO. Furthermore, India’s Look-East Policy launched
in the year 1992 has marked an important turn in the India–
Vietnam economic relations. India as a part of this policy has
renewed its focus on enhancing comprehensive economic
cooperation with the ASEAN region and with individual
ASEAN countries. This is likely to play a pivotal role in scaling
Indo-Vietnam relations.
Additionally, India and Vietnam are also members of the
Mekong-Ganga Cooperation, created to enhance close ties
between India and nations of Southeast Asia. It focuses on
four other countries including Thailand, Myanmar, Cambodia,
and Laos, in addition to India and Vietnam. The Mekong-Ganga
cooperation concentrates on four areas of cooperation,
including tourism, education, culture, and transportation
linkage in order to build a strong base for future trade and
investment cooperation in the region. Furthermore, the

Indo-Vietnam Joint Commission for Economic, Scientiﬁc
and Technical cooperation is used as a platform to discuss
trade related issues between these countries. On the other
hand, business issues between the corporate sectors of
these countries are discussed within the Indo-Vietnam Joint
Business Council.
Bilateral Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement
(BIPPA) was signed between the two countries on 8th March,
1997 in New Delhi and conﬁrmed during the visit of the
Vietnamese President to India in December, 1999.
In addition, to these various institutional mechanisms and
bilateral treaties, the Government of India has taken various
initiatives to promote trade between the two countries. The
Exim Bank of India, for example, announced a new scheme
of extending buyers’ credit to overseas companies to import
goods and services from India on deferred payment terms.
The scheme may enable Indian companies to initiate in
executing projects in Vietnam, especially in the infrastructure
sectors.

16 DIPP
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The Economic Integration Web

Source: The Global Competativeness Report 2011, World Economic Forum

Potential sectors in which India and Vietnam could work together are oil & gas, steel,
telecommunications, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, agro products, ﬁnancial sector,
education, Agro-tech Industries and fertilizer production, information technology, and electrical
consumer appliances etc. TheTourism sector also offers good growth potential.
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Sector Opportunities
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Agriculture and Food Processing
Industry Proﬁle
Parameters

Statistics
India

Vietnam

Market Size/ (USD Million) (2009)

1,20, 000

N/A

CAGR (2009 – 2015)

5.5

N/A

FDI Inflows/(USD Million)
(April 2000 – April 2011)

1,253.8

3,095.8*

Key Market Players

Dabur India, Godrej Industries, Hindustan Unilever
Ltd. Britannia Industries Ltd. ITC LTD, Amul, Mother
Dairy, Parle Products Private Limited, Nestle India
Private Limited, PepsiCo, Cadbury India Limited

Cafatex Corporation, Le Anh Seafoods, VISSAN,
Vietnam Dairy Products JSC

Domestic

Dabur India, Godrej Industries, Hindustan Unilever
Ltd. Britannia Industries Ltd. ITC ltd, Amul, Mother
Dairy, Parle Products Private Limited

Vietnam Dairy Products JSC

Foreign

Nestle India Private Limited, PepsiCo, Cadbury
India Limited

Cafatex Corporation, Le Anh Seafoods, VISSAN

Source: General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam, RNCOS Industry Research Solutions, Technopak, DIPP *Agriculture,
forestry and ﬁshing
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India -Vietnam
Features

India Advantage

Vietnam Advantage

Key industry trends

• The food processing industry is one of the largest in India –
ranked fifth in terms of production, consumption, export and
expected growth

• Vietnam is a major exporter of processed food. The nation’s food
processing industry is constituted of almost 260 sea food-processing
plants, having annual production capacity of around 250,000 tons, 24
slaughter houses and meat-processing plants, 160 beverage plants,
65 fruit- and vegetable-processing plants, and 23 confectionery
manufacturers.

• The sector is presently growing at an average rate of 13.5 per
cent per annum.
• Foreign direct investment (FDI) in the country’s food sector is
fast growing and is poised to hit the USD 3-billion mark in
coming years.
• Foreign players are fostering ties with Indian counterparts to
tap the growing market. For example, CavinKare Group forayed
into the Indian confectionery segment with its liquid candy –
Funfills.

• The number of farms in the country has significantly increased from
113,699 farms in 2006 to 145,880 in 2010, with crop and fishing farms
being the key.
• Per General Statistics Office of Vietnam, the total output of agriculture at
current market price has increased from 197,700.7 billion Dongs in 2006 to
528,738.9 billion Dongs in 2010.
• Besides rice, Vietnam is a key exporter of coffee, pepper, cashews, tea,
rubber, wood products, and fisheries products.

Key drivers

• Rising income levels in India - The consistent rise in the
middle class income has resulted in a consuming class with
higher disposable income.
• Changing food habits - With growing affluence, the eating
out incidences has increased in the urban India. There is a
growing trend towards a balanced and health conscious diet in
the new generation of consumers.
• Growing need for convenience food – Increased income
levels, urbanization and a greater proportion of urban working
women in India is leading to increased convenience-seeking
behavior of Indian consumers. There has been an increasing
demand for processed and convenience foods such as ready-toeat, ready-to-cook, ready-to-serve and ready-to heat categories.

• Strong Growth in the Food Processing Industry: Vietnam has emerged as a
food product processing
• Planned Improvements in Technology: The government is implementing
several programs to enhance food (including Dairy) processing
technologies.
• Highest Employer: The Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing industry employed
a colossal 48.7 percent of the total Vietnamese population in 2010.
• High Farm Productivity: Despite the small sizes of farms (usually less than
one hectare, each), Vietnam is currently a net exporter of agricultural
products due to high productivity of its farms.

• Growth of organized retail – The organized retail with
modern supply chain and temperature controlled stocking is
expected to lead to increased distribution of processed foods
etc.
• Conducive food processing policies - An encouraging
environment for entrepreneurs to set up Food Processing
Industries. The Indian government has allowed 100 percent FDI
in food processing sector.
Competitive advantage

• The presence of relatively low-cost and skilled workforce which
could be utilized to set up large, low-cost production bases for
domestic and export markets
• Vast source of raw material suitable for processing
• Huge market in the form of urban middle class

• Vietnam has a large, skilled and low-cost workforce that has made the
country attractive to foreign investors.
• Vietnam has an established a growing domestic agri-food industry that
manufactures globally known products at competitive prices.
• The processed food products manufactured locally adhere to quality
standards.

Source: General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam, Economy Watch, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Source: IBEF, Ministry of Food Processing
Industries, Government of India , Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion
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Areas for collaboration
Features

India

Vietnam

Opportunities

• Urbanization and rising disposable incomes - The lifestyle of
consumers and their eating habits have evolved, thereby increasing
the demand for processed and ready-to-eat food. Investments worth
USD 30 billion are required to increase the output by 10 percent
through 2015.

• Import of Technology - Most technology and modern equipments
for milk processing is being imported from Denmark, The
Netherlands, New Zealand and France. This leaves much scope for
Vietnam to import high tech equipments from India

• Potential global outsourcing hub - India has abundant resources
in terms of raw material for food production, including fruits,
vegetables, spices, dairy products and edible oils.
• Investment in supply chain infrastructure - There is a
considerable scope to use sophisticated techniques and applications
in areas such as demand forecasting, data integration, fund-flow
management and information sharing to improve supply chain
management

• Import of Processed Food - The domestic consumption of
imported processed food in the nation is low. Nevertheless, it is
increasing in the main population centers of Ho Chi Minh City and
Hanoi.
• Changing Food Habits of Locals - The changing food habits of
locals towards processed foods from preliminarily-treated foods for
making meals.

• There lies a plethora of opportunity for investment and
development in all segments of Indian food processing
industry.
Particularly dairy –largest part of Indian processed food market –
holds large potential to be exploited. In India presently just 37 per
cent of the total dairy produce is processed of which only 15 per
cent is done by the organized sector. This presents opportunity for
investment and development.

Constraints/
Challenges

• Inadequate support infrastructure facilities such as inadequate cold
storage and warehousing facilities, long and fragmented supply
chain, poor road, rail and port infrastructure etc. are the biggest
constraints in expanding the food processing industry in India.
Also, lack of modern logistics infrastructure such as logistics parks,
integrated cold chain solutions, etc. are some of the lacunae that
exist in supply chain & logistics sector in India.

• The food processing industry in Vietnam is highly fragmented.
• Technology deployment in agricultural farms has been limited owing
to the very small size of farms in Vietnam that are usually less than
one hectare each.

• Inadequate access to credit obstructs the industry in realizing its
potential. Furthermore, organized private institutions lend to only
top segment farmers. Thus, blocking the flow of credit to low end
marginal farmers. This hinders investment in technology and high
yielding inputs.
• Use of old and traditional technologies results in low realization in
efficiency
– Lack of applied research has resulted in industry not being able
to develop innovative products, process and machinery of global
stature.

Source: US Department of State, General Statistics Ofﬁce of Vietnam, Economy Watch, RNCOS Industry Research Solutions, IBEF, Press Releases,
Corporate Catalyst India (CCI) Report
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Financial Services
Industry Proﬁle
Parameters

Statistics
India

Vietnam

Market Size/ (USD Million)
(2010*)

Total assets (Banking): 1,318,412 Total premium (Insurance):
65,661

Total assets (Banking): 149,455
Total premium (Insurance): 1,570

CAGR (2006 – 2010)

Banking: 20.9 percent
Insurance: 23.8 percent

Banking: 27.4 percent
Insurance: 13.1 percent

FDI Inflows/(USD Million)
(April 2000 – April 2011)

27,007
(Services sector - financial & non financial)

1,3222**
(Financial, banking and insurance activities)

Banking

Banking

State Bank of India, ICICI Bank, Punjab National Bank, Bank of
India, Bank of Baroda, Axis Bank

Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (Agribank), Bank for
Investment and Development, Asia Commercial Bank

Key Market Players
Domestic

Foreign

Insurance

Insurance

Life Insurance Corporation, ICICI Prudential, New India
Insurance, Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance

Bao Viet insurance, PetroVietnam Insurance, Bao Minh, Prevoir
Vietnam Insurance

Banking

Banking

Standard Chartered, Citi Bank, Deutsche Bank, HSBC

HSBC (UK), ANZ Bank (Australia), Shinhan Bank (South Korea)

Insurance

Insurance

Foreign players are present only through a joint venture with
domestic players

Prudential Vietnam Assurance, Manulife (Canada), ACE
(Switzerland)

Source: General Statistics ofﬁce of Vietnam, EIU, DIPP, IRDA, RBI, State Bank of Vietnam
Exchange rates used: 1 USD = 15,542.3 VND for year 2006; 1 USD = 18,921.3 VND for year 2010
Note: *Year end on March for India and December for Vietnam of the respective year
** Accumulation of projects having effect as of 31/12/2010
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India -Vietnam
Features
Key industry trends

India Advantage

Vietnam Advantage

Banking

Banking

• Indian banking system is dominated by state-owned banks
and is characterized by 26 state-owned banks (77 percent
of advances), 21 private domestic banks (19 percent of
advances) and 33 foreign banks (4 percent of advances) as of
March 2011

• The Vietnamese banking industry is characterized by its small size but
relatively large number of banks, both domestic and foreign

• Post the economic liberalization and opening up of banking
sector in early 1990s, the sector has witnessed a sea change
in the offerings, cost competitiveness, customer services and
distribution channels during the past 15 years

• The banking sector is highly concentrated with the four largest stateowned commercial banks dominating domestic banking activity, but their
share is slowly shrinking due to increasing foreign footprint

• After a rapid growth witnessed during the last decade, the
growth momentum has been slowed down on account of
increasing interest rates and increasing bad debt in the last
couple of years
• Many banks have diversified to provide other financial
services in order to push their fee income
• Prudent regulations, conducive macroeconomic environment
and a huge middle income class with increasing income
levels have also facilitated the growth of the sector
Insurance
• Growth in the insurance sector was boosted in early 2000
after the entry of private players and formation of a regulator
• Given the high levels of under-penetration of insurance
products, the sector witnessed rapid expansion during the
last decade with the number of players increasing from 5 to
50

• It features more than 100 players (5 state-owned credit institutions, 37
joint stock commercial banks, 5 foreign banks, 5 joint venture banks and
48 foreign banks’ branches)

• As earnings are highly dependent on credit growth (~80 percent income
is interest income), profitability is affected by slow economic recovery,
tighter lending conditions and increasing loan loss provisions
• Unstable macroeconomic factors, primitive banking infrastructure and
loose legal framework affect banking operations
Insurance
• Although growing at a rapid pace in the past few years, the Vietnamese
insurance sector is still small compared with that in many other Asian
countries
• Life and non-life insurance sectors account for a roughly equal share of
premiums
• Removal of restrictions on foreign insurers to sell to domestic customers
in January 2008 has further boosted the expansion of foreign insurers
which has spurred local firms to become more competitive

• A number of successive reforms in both life and non-life
insurance segments have ensured an orderly growth of the
sector to cater to the huge demand potential

Key drivers

• Demographic dividend

• Higher income levels

• Increasing disposable income levels

• Increasing consumer awareness on financial services

• Huge under-penetration of financial services representing a
large market

• Modernization of the financial system and opening up of the economy
towards free trade

• Government’s thrust on financial inclusion

• A mandated increase in charter capital for commercial banks could has led
to a spurt in mergers and acquisitions in the country

• Anticipated changes in the regulatory and policy environment,
such as new banking licenses, allowing more foreign
investments in insurance and framing IPO and M&A norms for
insurers, in near future
Competitive advantage

• High economic growth

• While still at an early stage of development, the market has begun to open
up into new areas such as credit, health and business liability insurance

• Robust regulatory environment

• Healthy economic growth – Vietnam has been third fastest growing
economy in Asia

• Well-capitalized financial institutions

• Huge untapped market

• Relatively low cost of manpower and resources

• The literacy rate of Vietnam is high at 90.3 percent with approx. 69 percent
of its total population is at the age range of 15 to 64 years old

• A large pool of available English speaking manpower to
offshore back office operations

• Vietnam is highly competitive with low investment-related costs –
including workers’ wages, telephone charges, rent and utilities

Source: State Bank of Vietnam, Jaccar equity research report-Nov 2010, Doing business in Vietnam-March 2011, Arcadia ﬁnancial management
–March 2010, Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO), UK trade and investment – Financial services, opportunity in Vietnam 2011, RBI
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Areas for collaboration
Features

India

Vietnam

Opportunities

• Huge potential to offer low-cost financial services
given large under-penetration, especially in rural
areas

• Highly untapped market for financial services with more than 80 percent of the
population being unbanked and around 95 percent having no insurance policy

• Robust and conducive regulatory and policy
environment
• Huge population base below the age of 35 years
• Large remittances from Indians residing abroad

• Basic and homogeneous banking products presenting a huge scope for innovation in
products and delivery channels
• Use of innovative practices in using technology in running effective low-cost banking
operations
• Foreign banks to receive full national treatment; Government planning to raise the
limit on total foreign ownership in a local credit institution from 30 percent to 49
percent
• Domestic players focusing more on traditional products (to tap into the existing
customer base), resulting in opportunities in other areas, such as agriculture and
business loss and employer liability insurance
• Huge scope for life insurance with 60 percent of Vietnamese under the age of 30 years

Constraints/
Challenges

• High level of competition making it difficult for a
new entrant to operate profitably

• Time-consuming and cautious approach of State Bank of Vietnam and other regulators
in areas such as new product approval

• Tightening monetary policy which has impacted
the economic growth and hence the growth of the
banking sector with a risk of increased bad debt

• Fewer licenses issued for foreign players in the past
• Low public confidence, regulatory and managerial weakness and the absence of
international auditing among Vietnamese banks
• Lack of qualified and experienced financial services personnel
• SBV’s recently announced limitations on foreign investment in state-owned banks
could limit the number of potential investors and delay the privatization process
• Government’s continued heavy intervention in the domestic banking sector has created
much uncertainty

Source: Bank of Vietnam, Jaccar equity research report-Nov 2010, Doing business in Vietnam-March 2011, Arcadia
ﬁnancial management –March 2010, UK trade and investment – Financial services, opportunity in Vietnam 2011

Healthcare
Industry Proﬁle
Parameters

Statistics
India

Vietnam

Healthcare spending (USD million) (2010)

83174.9

6900

CAGR (2006 – 2010)

16%

11.52%

FDI Inflows/(USD Million)
(April 2000 – April 2011)

1,030.05 (Hospital and Diagnostic centres)

NA

Domestic

Apollo, Fortis , Reliance

Hoan My Medical Corp, Hanh Phuc JS0043

Foreign

GE Healthcare, Welch Allyn ( expanding in India)

Alpine Biomed Corporation (Medical devices) , Parkway Holdings

Key Market Players

Source: DIPP Website, EIU
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India -Vietnam
Features

India Advantage

Vietnam Advantage

Key industry trends

• Investing Hub
The healthcare sector in India is undergoing a phase of reform
propelled by rapid economic growth. Apart from the healthcare
providers, diagnostic chains and medical device manufacturers
are attracting increasing amounts of investment. There has been
a remarkable increase in the investment inflow in healthcare
from USD 34.2 billion in 2006 to an estimated USD 78 billion in
2012

• Provision of Healthcare

• Involvement of Private Sector
There is growing appreciation for the role private involvement
may have in meeting public demand, and government are
considering the use of PPP models to help improve infrastructure
and healthcare provision

The Ministry of Health provides healthcare services through a system
that is divided into a number of tiers, namely village, commune, district
and provincial. At the district level (which covers a population of at
least 20,000), district health centers and hospitals exist. Provincial
hospitals provide specialist services. The government announced in
mid-2009 that it would spend USD 2.7billion in the following four years
on improving its network of hospitals. It is hoped that by 2015 the
number of hospital beds will rise to 2.5 for every 1,000 people.
• Involvement of Private Sector
There are a growing number of private facilities that offer advanced
services to deter local people on high incomes from travelling abroad
for healthcare.

• Innovation and focus on technology
Focus on initiatives like mobile healthcare is of major interest to
most healthcare players. The reason why this concept is gaining
importance today is because technology has a clear and distinct
role in addressing the challenges of the health care system
Key drivers

• Population
Increasing Indian population of about 1 billion, expected increase
in population from about 1.1 billion in 2009-2010 to 1.4 billion by
2026 with a growing general awareness, literacy rates and patient
preferences in healthcare decisions
• Trade favorability (global integration)
Increase in private and government spending in the healthcare
sector – also supported by liberalized foreign investment climate
• Government initiatives
Tax benefits - lower tariffs, higher depreciation on medical
equipment, income tax exemption for 5 years to hospitals in rural
areas
• Responsive customer base
Changing lifestyle patterns are creating a market for preventive
and curative care opportunities, There is greater acceptability
among citizens about health insurance

• Investment laws
The government of Vietnam has created investment advantages through
measures such as speeding up synchronic infrastructure construction,
reducing and exempting corporate income tax and training support.
Vietnam’s National Assembly promulgated the new Investment Law
appropriate with both internal and external investments and allowed
foreign-invested enterprises to gradually have these benefits like
domestic enterprises
• Cheap labor costs
In comparison to Singapore, China and Thailand, Vietnam offers a
significant arbitrage in terms of labor costs.
• Stable political environment
Relatively stable political environment is one of the reasons Vietnam is
viewed favorably as an investment destination.

Source: EIU, BMI (Vietnam- Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare report), Crisil_2011
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Areas for collaboration
Features

India

Vietnam

Opportunities

• Medical tourism
India is emerging as a major medical tourist destination
with medical tourism market expected to reach USD 2
billion by 2012

• Increasing Investments
The Vietnamese market has tremendous growth potential in the sector and
is developing in terms of infrastructure and regulatory policies. The industrial
sectors coordinate with the Ministry of Planning and Investment to organize
international conferences to call on investment, and focus on introducing
incentive policies to attract foreign investment in provinces. Indian healthcare
players are likely to find considerable expansion opportunities in Vietnam

Constraints/
Challenges

• Upgrading healthcare infrastructure
Setting up new healthcare facilities and hospitals is a
challenge as the upfront capex requirements are very
high and gestation period is long
• Low penetration of health insurance
Over 80 percent of healthcare spending is out of pocket
with only one-tenth of the population with health
insurance
• Poor public healthcare services
Public healthcare is affected by inefficient monitoring,
evaluation and feedback systems

• Complexity of administrative procedure
Foreigners face initial difficulties in setting up business in Vietnam. However, the
government has so far shown a positive attitude towards investments
• Incomplete Infrastructure
Urbanizations is currently about 30 percent and is yet to be realized. There is a lot
of scope for improvement in infrastructure, transport, logistics etc.
• Prolonged macroeconomic instability
Inflation and deficit concerns have caused some investors to reconsider their
view of Vietnam. If the government focuses too much on stimulating growth
and fails to root out inflationary pressure, it risks prolonging macroeconomic
instability, which could lead to a potential crisis

• Dual disease burden
India is now on the threshold of becoming the disease
capital of the world and facing an increased incidence of
lifestyle related diseases

Source: EIU, BMI (Vietnam- Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare report), Crisil_2011

Pharmaceuticals
Industry Proﬁle
Parameters

Statistics
India

Vietnam

Market Size/ (USD Million)
(2011)

16,078

2,048

CAGR (2006 – 2010)

11.66%

16.98%

FDI Inflows/(USD Million)
(April 2000 – April 2011)

2,424.57

302*

Key Market Players

Ranbaxy Labs, Dr. Reddy’s Labs, Cipla, Sun Pharma, Lupin

Dong Do Pharmaceutical, Sophaco Group , TC Pharmaceutical

Domestic

Dr. Reddy’s Labs, Cipla, Lupin, Aurobindo Pharma

Traphaco, Sophaco Group, Vien Dong Pharmaceutical

Foreign

Ranbaxy, GlaxoSmithKline, AstraZeneca, Novartis

Sanofi-aventis, Vinaspecia, Stada, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Novartis

Source: Economic Intelligence Unit, DIPP
*till October 2010
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India -Vietnam
Features

India Advantage

Vietnam Advantage

Key industry trends

• India’s pharmaceutical industry ranks 2nd in the world after US in
volume terms and 14th in value terms.

• Domestic pharmaceutical companies are more focused on producing
basic medicines and more-specific, higher value products are imported.

• India’s pharmaceuticals market is dominated by generic
drugs, which account for around 75 percent of the market by
volume. India is a strong player in the manufacture of Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API) and formulations market
globally.

• Over 90 per cent of their raw materials are imported.

• The exports market is a key driving force for the Indian Pharma
Industry accounting for approximately 60 percent of the total
market in 2009-10.

• Improvements in the domestic pharmaceutical industry are the health
sector’s highest priority over the next few years.
• The OTC segment is strong and is expected to double in the next five
years.

• Indian companies are entering into strategic tie-ups with MNCs to
strengthen their product portfolio.
Key drivers

• Increased healthcare spending
The growth in the domestic market is mainly driven by increased
healthcare spending led by a rise in disposable income, increase
in incidence of life-style related diseases and growing general
awareness and acceptability
• Government support
Government is increasingly focusing on provision of access to
essential medicines India.

• Planned domestic sector improvements
According to a plan drafted by Vietnam’s drug administration, the
Vietnamese pharmaceutical industry needs to maximize its production
capacity until 2015, concentrated on technology transfers and research
for essential medicines, whereas the industry should move to modern
and specialty medicine between 2015 and 2020. Vietnam plans to source
70 percent of the pharmaceutical demands domestically by 2020.

• Regulatory improvements
There have been attempts by the government to improve Intellectual
• Increased outsourcing by global companies
Property (IP) protection and its enforcement by making amendments
India is emerging as a hub for contract manufacturing and contract
to
the IP law. Domestic firms are also focusing of compliance with
research outsourcing by global pharma companies. The Contract
international standards such as GMP in order to boost exports.
Research and Manufacturing Services (CRAMS) market was
estimated at ~ USD 4.2 billion in 2010. India is one of the most
• Strong economic growth
popular locations in Asia for conducting clinical trials.
Vietnam has been one of the fastest-growing economies in Asia in
recent
years, with GDP growth averaging 7.2 percent annually between
• Increased genericisation
2000 and 2010
The demand and penetration of generics is increasing worldwide.
Indian pharma companies are also expected to leverage the
generics opportunity with over USD 90 billion of drugs going offpatent over the next few years.
Competitive advantage

• Indian companies provide a cost arbitrage of more than 50 percent
for manufacturing and R&D activities as compared to developed
countries.

• Vietnam has a large, skilled and low-cost workforce that has made the
country attractive to foreign investors.

• India provides a highly skilled workforce, large treatment-naïve
patient pool and established infrastructure to global companies.

• Vietnam has a strong traditional medicines segment which might boost
the OTC segment in the long term.

• Its proximity to China and South-East Asia is an advantage for exports.

• Most Indian players have a strong distribution network and foreign
players are likely to invest in Indian players to gain entry into this
highly fragmented market.
• India has the highest number of US Food and Drug Administration
approved plants (over 120) outside the US.
• Most Indian players adhere to international regulatory and quality
standards such as GMP, ISO, ICH, GLP, and GCP, thus making India
an attractive destination for investment by foreign players and a
good fit for the CRAMS industry.

Source: Global Insight_May 2011, Economic Intelligence Unit, Crisil Research, Indiabulls_Pharmaceuticals_September 2010, Press releases
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Areas for collaboration
Features

India

Vietnam

Opportunities

• Investment potential: Indian pharma industry is one of
the fastest growing emerging pharma markets with
high investment potential.

• Increasing drug import demand: Around 50 percent of total demand for
pharmaceuticals is accounted for by imported products; over 90 percent of raw
materials are imported. The drug import demand has been increasing both in
terms of raw material and medicine.

• Mergers and acquisitions (M&As): M&As with foreign
firms is increasingly becoming an attractive strategy
for Indian drug companies as a means to expand their
product portfolios and foray into new markets.
Constraints/
Challenges

• As an emerging pharma market, India faces a number of
challenges:

• Increasing healthcare demand: Increasing demand for better healthcare services
also poses an opportunity for Indian pharma companies.

• IP protection is a big challenge deterring multination sector expansion.
• Market volume growth could be limited if the prices of the drugs increase further.

– weak Intellectual Property regime

• Authorization of parallel imports is a threat to the performance of patented drugs.

– menace of counterfeit drugs

• Counterfeit and poor-quality medicines, and availability of drugs without
prescription, have a detrimental effect on the sales of drugs as well as the image
of the country as an investment destination

– stiff competition amongst Indian players and
availability of multiple generic products

Source: Press releases, Economic Intelligence Unit, BMI_Vietnam Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare Report_Q3 2011

Renewable Energy
Industry Proﬁle
Parameters

Statistics
India

Vietnam

Energy Demand/ (million tonnes oil
equivalent) (2010)

524

44

CAGR (2005 – 2010)

11.66%

16.98%

FDI Inflows/(USD Million)
(April 2000 – April 2011)

856.39

-

Key Market Players
Domestic

Suzlon, Moser Baer, Tata Power, Lanco, NTPC, NHPC

EVN, REVN

Foreign

Siemens, Vestas, Gamesa, Enercon

Altus AG, EAB, Selco-Vietnam, First Solar Group, Red Sun Energy

Source: BP Statistical Review of Energy, Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion (India), KPMG Analysis
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India -Vietnam
Features

India Advantage

Vietnam Advantage

Key industry trends

• Electricity generation capacity in India has increased at a CAGR of
around 6 percent during 2005-2010

• Electricity generation capacity in Vietnam has increased at a CAGR of
around 13 percent during 2005-2010

• The share of renewable in total electricity generation capacity is
around 11 percent, at 20,162 MW (as on August 2011)

• The share of renewable in total electricity generation capacity is
negligible. In 2010, it was around 3 percent at 550 MW.

• India is the fifth largest producer of wind energy in the world

• Global players are setting up their solar photovoltaic (PV)
manufacturing units in Vietnam. Till May 2011, three companies
(Red Sun Energy, First solar and IC Energy) with a total investment of
around USD 700 million, are either operating or building their solar
module manufacturing plants in Vietnam

• India renewable energy sector, especially solar power, has
witnessing increasing investment in the recent years. By 2015,
India expects investments of around USD 55 billion in the
renewable energy sector
Key drivers

• Huge untapped renewable energy potential mainly through solar,
wind and small hydro sources. India’s solar energy potential is far
more than its current total electricity consumption

• Huge untapped renewable energy potential mainly through wind and
solar sources. Vietnam’s total economical feasible wind energy potential
is estimated at 120,000 MW

• Energy security and need to reduce dependence on imported
energy

• Continuously increasing energy demand may turn Vietnam from a net
exporter of energy to a net importer by 2030. To avoid this situation, it is
important to develop renewable sources

• Environmental concerns, pressure to reduce CO2 emissions

Competitive advantage

• Favorable government policies and subsidies, to promote
investment in the renewable energy sector

• Environmental concerns, pressure to reduce CO2 emissions

• India is situated on the equatorial sun belt of the earth, and
thereby receives abundant radiant energy thus making it suitable
for power generation

• Vietnam is located in the subtropical and monsoon zone with a long
coastline thus making it suitable for wind energy generation

• India is also generously endowed with renewable resources like
solar, wind, bio-mass materials, urban and industrial wastes and
small hydro resources

• Government encourages the exploitation and utilization of renewable
energy and provides funding support for research in this sector

• Vietnam is also generously endowed with renewable resources like solar,
bio-mass materials, hydro, geo-thermal and tidal energy

Source: BP Statistical Review of Energy, IBEF, Institute of Energy, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (India), Energy Conservation Center (Vietnam), KPMG Analysis

Areas for collaboration
Features

India

Vietnam

Opportunities

• Under Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM),
the government has set a target of 20,000 MW of solar
power generation capacity by 2022. This could be a potential
opportunity for Solar PV module manufacturers, having export
oriented facilities in Vietnam

• The government has set a target for renewable energy to account for 5
percent of total electricity production in the country by 2020. This is likely
to unlock opportunities for renewable energy companies

• Several states such as Gujarat and Rajasthan have separate
renewable energy policies to promote the sector in their
states
• The government of India is encouraging the development
of small hydro projects and is aiming to double the current
growth rate that leads to a capacity addition of 500 MW per
year with a total installed capacity of 4,000 MW by the end of
2012.
Constraints/
Challenges

• Many companies are setting up or have announced plans to set up wind
parks in Vietnam. There is an opportunity for Indian companies to supply
wind turbines and wind turbine components to these parks, as India is
already a net exporter of wind turbines and wind turbines components.
• Renewable energy is highly technology driven sector; there is an
opportunity for technological collaboration with India

• Renewable energy projects are highly capital intensive and at
times availability of finance is a challenge

• Lack of clear government policies and mechanisms to support the use and
development of renewable energy in Vietnam

• Price of energy produced from renewable sources is generally
higher in comparison to conventional sources; making it
economically unviable without government subsidies/support

• Renewable energy projects are highly capital intensive and at times
availability of finance is a challenge

• Lack of skilled labour with renewable sector experience, has
delayed the projects from taking off

• Price of energy produced from renewable sources is generally higher in
comparison to conventional sources; making it economically unviable
without government subsidies/support

Source: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (India), Energy Conservation Center (Vietnam), KPMG Analysis
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Urban Infrastructure
Industry Proﬁle
Parameters

Market Size/(USD Billion)

Statistics
India

Vietnam

Investment value for eight sectors of urban infrastructure
through 2012-31 is estimated to be USD 690 billion
Sector split: (value in USD billion, % of total)

Industry value for the sector is estimated to reach USD 13.9 billion
by 2015

• Urban Roads: 385, 55.81%
• Urban Transport: 100, 14.51%
• Water Supply: 71, 10.36%
• Sewerage: 54, 7.83%
• Storm Water Drains: 43, 6.17%
• Traffic Support Infrastructure: 22, 3.16%
• Solid Waste Management: 11, 1.57%
• Street Lights: 4, 0.60%
Key Market Players
Domestic

• Indian Railways

• Vietnam Infrastructure Ltd.

• IVRCL Infrastructure & Projects Ltd.

• Construction and Infrastructure Development JSC

• Reliance Infrastructure

• Hochiminh City Infrastructure Investment Joint Stock Company

• IRB Infrastructure

• Minh Phuong Construction Company Limited

• IL&FS Transportation Networks (India) Limited

• Quang Nam Transportation Construction JSC

• GVK Infrastructure
• Hindustan Construction Company
• Larsen & Toubro Ltd.
• GMR Infra
• Gammon India
• Madhucon Projects Ltd.
• Punj Lloyd

Foreign

• Isolux Corsán

• Phu My Hung Corporation

• Vinci Constructions

• SITC Shipping Asia PTE

• Leighton Contractors
• Manila Water Company Inc
• Veolia Transport - RATP Asia

Source: Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion and general websearch
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India -Vietnam
Features

India

Vietnam

Key industry
trends

• The Indian government has earmarked about USD 1,112.8 billion according to the
XII Five Year plan (2012-17) against USD 556.4 billion in the XI Five year Plan
(2007-12) for infrastructure investment. Around one-fourth of this investment is
expected to be in roads, rail, aviation, and port projects

• The World Band pledged about USD 2.5 billion in official
development assistance (ODA) for Vietnam in 2010.

• During 2010-11 to 2014-15, investment in water supply and sanitation will be USD
27.2 billion compared to USD 12.2 billion in 2005-06 to 2009-10
• Construction opportunity in water supply and sanitation sector during 2010-11 to
2014-15 will be USD 14.7 billion
• Increased government focus to boost investments in water and sanitation sector
• Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor: The Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor (DMIC) is
envisioned as a “global manufacturing and trading hub”
• Western Dedicated Freight Corridor: The Western Dedicated Freight Corridor
(WDFC) extends 1,534 km from Jawaharlal Nehru Port (JNPT) to Dadri via
Vadodara-Ahmedabad-Palanpur-Phulera-Rewari. The corridor will cater to
container traffic between the west-coast ports and the northern hinterland
• Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor: The Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor (EDFC)
extends 1,839 km from Dankuni to Ludhiana via Sonnagar-Mughalsarai-Kanpur
and, like WDFC, is designed to carry up to 25T axle loads at speeds of 100 kmph.

• In March 2011, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) agreed to
provide USD 0.29 billion to support the construction of Hanoi’s
USD 1 billion metro railway line 3
• In 2010, The World Bank has financed USD 0.051 billion for a
project worth USD 0.070 billion to upgrade urban infrastructure
systems of Rach Gia city in Kien Giang province
• In Ho Chi Minh, a plan for six metro lines, two monorails and one
tramway has been approved. For each line, budget allocated
oscillates between USD 0.6 billion to USD 1.5 billion
• The Vietnamese government has set the following major targets
for the logistics sector: more than 5mil DWT in 2010; more
than 7mil DWT in 2015; and 11mil DWT in 2020. Target is for
maritime transport to account for 45% of total domestic cargo
transportation by 2020
• Vietnam plans to invest USD 17.5 billion in developing logistic
infrastructure
• Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung approved the Vietnam Seaport
Development Master Plan, which will require a total investment
of USD 19.5-23.8 billion by 2020
• A new recent draft housing development plan, which includes
spending for USD 19.7 billion between 2015 and 2020, with an
emphasis on low-income housing provision

Key drivers

• Growth in Indian economy, key user sectors and International trade Regulatory
framework

• Demand for new transport and energy infrastructure

• Rise in outsourcing and consolidation

• Investments from China to build logistics park in Vietnam

• Rapid supply side changes enabling positive service experiences and true value
additions

• Vietnam housing sector has been growing at a rapid pace over the
past few years owing to increasing rate of urbanization, strong
demand, rising number of households, and high investment

• Regulatory changes are driving private participation and efficiency improvements
• Demand for housing is expected to improve over the next 5 years (2011-15) owing
to a revival in the economy translating into better job prospects, security and
enhanced affordability

• Investments help from World Bank and Asian Development Bank

• The number of households is also likely to grow at a CAGR of around
3% during 2010-2013

• Number of urban households will increase at a CAGR of 2.7% over 2011-15
• Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) programme to
improve water supply and sanitation network
Competitive
advantage

• Rail network (second largest in the world)

Key issues

• The easy movement of goods and people throughout the country remains challenge • In Vietnam, the rail network consists of only 2,600 kilometers of
single track line. Length and track condition has to be improved
• National highways have to be upgraded and improved
• Burgeoning demand for water. In the next decade the demand in water is expected
to grow by 20 percent

• Inland waterways are widely used for domestic use in Vietnam

• National highways have to be upgraded and improved
• Upgradation and building of new airports

• The construction period for water supply projects varies from 18-24 months, while • Further investment is needed to ensure that Vietnamese ports can
for waste water projects and solid waste management projects; it varies from
handle an expected increase in traffic
12-18 months and 6-12 months, respectively. There could be huge delays in project • Vietnam is attracting investment into its port sector with 4 new
execution on account of land acquisition problems for obtaining Right Of Way
container terminals planned to be launched between 2011 and 2013.
(ROW).
However, although port-side investment is flooding in, money is also
• Private sector participation is expected to remain low, on account of lack of a
needed further up the logistics supply chain for the country’s road
proper policy framework
and rail sectors
• Poor inland waterways for domestic use
• Unskilled labour
• Poor use of technology
Source: 1 Report on urban infrastructure and services 2 CRISIL Research 3 World Bank website 4 Adding Wheels – KPMG’s thought leadership document
Note: USD 1 = INR 44.93 (average for the period January 2006 - September 2011)
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Key Projects/Government Initiatives
Sector

India

Water

• Water supply and sewage project in Tirupur

Vietnam

• Chennai desalination plant
• Industrial water supply project in Visakhapatnam
• Karnataka urban water improvement project
• Effluent treatment plant in Amberpet
• Sewage waste water project in Alandur
• Effluent treatment plant in Tirupur
• Effluent treatment plant in Ambur
Infrastructure

• National Highway Development Program

• Seaport Development Master Plan

• Golden Quadrilateral highway development project: connects major • Housing Development Plan
cities of India
• The Da Nang Priority Infrastructure Investment Project
• North-South corridor: connecting Kashmir and Kanyakumari
• Metro rail
• East-West corridor: connecting Gujarat to Northeastern States of
India
• Bangalore and Mumbai Metro rail projects

• The Vietnam Rural Distribution Project
• The Vietnam Third Rural Finance Project

• National Maritime Development Program
• Construction of new airports and upgradation of existing airports
Source: 1 Report on urban infrastructure and services 2 CRISIL Research 3 World Bank website 4 HSBC – article on Vietnam’s growth 5 Government Websites

Areas for collaboration
Features

India

Vietnam

Opportunities

• Railway Network: Indian railways operates the second largest
railway network in the world

• Railway Network: In Vietnam, the rail network consists of only 2,600
kilometers of single track line

• India has shown its interest in the Vietnamese Railway sector.
RITES Ltd has supplied 20 electrical locomotives to Vietnam
Railways under lines of credit, extended by the Government of
India

• There is a major plan to extend the length and improve the condition of
tracks

• India can provide technical expertise to help Vietnam in
strengthening and expanding its railway network

• Plans to construct metro lines in major cities
• Inland Waterways: Inland waterways are widely used for domestic
use in Vietnam

• Inland Waterways: In India, inland waterways despite its
potential, remains largely untapped. India can learn from the
Vietnamese experience in developing inland waterways and
managing them as a sustainable mode of transport
• National and State Highways: Central & State Government
plans to launch programs to upgrade and strengthen national
& state highways through private participation. The total PPP
opportunity in road sector is estimated to be USD 41.2 billion for
national highways and USD 9.9 billion for state highways
Mutual Co-operation

• National Highways: Both India and Vietnam are involved in the upgradation and expansion (in length) of their national highways. Here, both
countries can share their respective experiences
• Civil Aviation: With the globalization of both the countries’ economies, the civil aviation sector is growing in importance in both the countries.
The upgradation and building of new airports are major activities in this direction, and therefore, this can

Source: IPSC Special Report July 2008, Road Developers – report by Emkay Research
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Doing Business in India
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Tax/Regulatory framework for investment in India
Governing Laws
The objective of India’s FDI Policy issued by the Government
is to invite and encourage foreign investments in India. The
Government issues its Consolidated FDI Policy every half year
with effect from 1 April and 1 October.
The legal, administrative and compliance aspects of FDI in an
Indian Company, including modes (e.g. Equity, Compulsorily
Convertible Preference Shares, Compulsorily Convertible
Debentures, American Depository Receipts / Global
Depository Receipts, etc.), are embedded in the Foreign
Exchange Management Act, 1999 (FEMA) and in Regulations
notiﬁed and monitored by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
Apart from investments in an Indian company, the FDI and
Foreign Exchange Regulations are also relevant for transfer of
shares in an Indian Company between Residents and NonResidents. These are subject to detailed guidelines, valuation
norms, compliances and approval requirements as stipulated.
Apart from Direct FDI, the FDI Policy also contains rules to
determine Indirect FDI in an Indian Company where an Indian
Company with FDI invests therein.

For the purpose of FDI in an Indian Company, the following
categories assume relevance:
• Sectors in which FDI is prohibited
• Sectors in which FDI is permitted
- Investment under Automatic Route
- Investment under Prior Approval Route i.e. with prior
approval of the Government through the Foreign
Investment Promotion Board (FIPB).
Automatic Route
Under the Automatic Route there is no requirement of any
prior regulatory approval. Only post facto ﬁling by the Indian
Company to the RBI through an Authorised Dealer (Banker) is
required as follows:
• Filing an intimation within 30 days of receipt of FDI
• Issuing the equity shares / equity convertible instruments
within 180 days from the receipt of application money
• Filing the prescribed form within 30 days of issue to foreign
investors.
Prior Approval Route

FDI Routes
A diagrammatic representation of the FDI routes is given
below:

• FDI in the following cases generally requires prior approval
of the Government / FIPB:
- Proposals falling outside notiﬁed sectoral caps for the
automatic route but within the ceilings permitted under
the approval route
- Proposals for FDI in sectors / activities in which FDI is
permitted only under the prior approval Route
- Proposals requiring issue of shares against a non-cash
consideration as stipulated
- FDI in any defunct Indian Company, i.e. a Company with
no operations and no downstream investments
- FDI in any Holding Company which will undertake
downstream investment in operating Companies
- Proposals for issue of warrants / partly paid by shares.
Approval is granted by the FIPB on a case to case basis
after examining the proposal for investment. Following FIPB
approval, prescribed ﬁlings as applicable under the Automatic
Route are also required to be carried out by the Indian
Company under the Prior Approval Route
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Sectoral Guidelines

Issue and Transfer of Instruments and Pricing Guidelines

The sectoral lists for FDI falling under the Automatic Route,
Prior Approval Route and prohibited list are revised on a
regular basis by the Government depending upon industry
needs.

The Indian Companies can issue the following equity shares
/ equity convertible instruments subject to sectoral caps,
timelines and pricing norms as prescribed below:

The FDI is also subject to other relevant sectoral laws or
regulations of the relevant industry regulator.

• Fully compulsorily and mandatorily convertible debentures

• Equity shares

Recent Developments in FDI

• Fully, compulsorily and mandatorily convertible preference
shares

(a) Discussion Paper on FDI in Multi-Brand Retail Trading

• Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCB)

The Government of India released a discussion paper on FDI
in Multi-Brand Retail Trading for public comments. Currently,
FDI in Multi-Brand retailing is prohibited in India. FDI in Single
Brand Retailing is permitted to the extent of 51 percent under
the Prior Approval Route, and FDI in cash and carry wholesale
trading is permitted, to the extent of 100 percent under the
Automatic Route.

• Depository Receipts (American Depository Receipts
(ADRs) and Global Depository Receipts (GDR)).

(b) Discussion Paper on FDI in Defence Sector

Pricing Guidelines

The discussion paper suggests liberalisation of the FDI cap
in the sector from 26 percent to 74 percent with the Approval
Route, i.e. with prior approval of the Government. The paper
also outlines the current policy as well as the rationale and
beneﬁts arising out of the liberalisation proposed.

Any issue or transfer of equity shares / equity convertible
instruments is subject to pricing or valuation norms. With an
intention to provide better valuation based on performance,
the revised FDI Policy permits the option of using a conversion
formula for such convertible instruments subject to FEMA/
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) guidelines on
pricing.

(c) Press Release for FDI in Limited Liability Partnerships
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) on 11
May 2011 approved the proposal to amend the policy on
allowing FDI in Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs) in a
calibrated manner beginning with Open Sectors, i.e. sectors
where monitoring is not required, subject to the following
conditions:
1. FDI in LLPs will be allowed under the Government Approval
Route in those sectors / activities where 100 percent FDI is
allowed under the Automatic Route and there are no FDIlinked performance related conditions.
2. The LLPs with FDI will not be allowed to operate in
Agricultural / Plantation Activities, Print Media or Real
Estate.

Foreign investors can also invest in Indian Companies
by purchasing or acquiring existing shares / convertible
instruments from Indian shareholders or from other nonresident shareholders.

Manufacturing Items Reserved for Micro and Small
Enterprises
Any industrial undertaking which is not a Micro or Small
Enterprise (MSE), but manufactures items reserved for the
MSE sector, would require prior FIPB approval where foreign
investment is more than 24 percent in the equity capital. Such
an undertaking would also require an Industrial Licence for
such manufacture.
The issue of an Industrial Licence is subject to a few general
conditions and the speciﬁc export obligation is to be achieved
within a maximum period of three years from the date of
commencement of commercial production.

3. The LLPs with FDI will not be eligible to make any
downstream investments.
4. FDI in LLPs will be subject to conditions surrounding
funding, ownership and management.
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External Commercial Borrowings / Foreign Currency
Convertible Bonds / Foreign Currency Exchangeable Bonds
Overseas loans in foreign currency by Indian Companies /
Entities from Foreign Lenders are governed by the guidelines
on External Commercial Borrowings (ECB) issued by
the RBI under Foreign Exchange Regulations. The ECB
Policy stipulates detailed guidelines for eligible borrowers,
recognised lenders, amount and maturity period, all-in-cost
interest ceilings, end-use, compliances, etc.
Issue of any non-convertible, optionally convertible or partially
convertible preference shares or debentures to non-residents
is considered as ECB from a foreign exchange regulation
perspective and needs to comply with ECB guidelines.
An Indian Company can also raise funds by issuing FCCBs or
Foreign Currency Exchangeable Bonds (FCEBs). The FCCBs
are convertible into ordinary shares of the issuing company in
any manner, either in whole or in part. In the case of FCEBs,
equity shares of another Indian Company (Offered Company –
being a listed company, engaged in a sector eligible to receive
FDI and eligible to issue or avail of FCCB or ECB) are issued
on conversion. The issuer company should be part of the
promoter group of the Offered Company.
The policy for ECBs is also applicable to FCCBs and FCEBs
and accordingly all norms applicable for ECBs also apply to
them as well.

Asset Management Companies, Investment Managers /
Advisors, Institutional Portfolio Managers and Trustees of
Trusts.
An application for registration as a FII can be made in two
capacities, namely as an investor or for investing on behalf of
the applicant’s sub-accounts.
Sub-account means any person resident outside India, on
whose behalf investments are proposed to be made in India
by a FII and who is registered as a sub-account under these
regulations. Entities eligible to register as sub-accounts are
Broad Based Funds, Broad Based Portfolios, Proprietary
Funds of the FII, University Funds, Foreign Corporates,
Endowments, Foundations, Charitable Trusts, Charitable
Societies, Sovereign Wealth Funds and Foreign Individuals
satisfying the prescribed conditions.
FIIs / sub-accounts can invest in Indian equities, debentures,
warrants of companies (listed on a recognised stock exchange
or to be listed on a recognised stock exchange in India), units
of a scheme ﬂoated by domestic mutual funds including Unit
Trust of India, dated Government securities, derivatives traded
on a recognised stock exchange, commercial papers, security
receipts and debt instruments within the ceiling / framework
prescribed.
The FIIs can also access the FDI route for investments in an
Indian company subject to compliance with the FDI Policy.

American Depositary Receipts or Global Depositary Receipts

Investment as Foreign Venture Capital Funds

A company can issue ADRs or GDRs if it is eligible to issue
shares to persons resident outside India under the FDI Policy
subject to compliance with framework stipulated in this
regard.

A Foreign Venture Capital Investor (FVCI) which is eligible and
registered with SEBI can invest in an Indian Venture Capital
Fund / Indian Venture Capital Undertaking. It can also set up a
domestic asset management company to manage the funds.
All such investments are allowed under the Automatic Route
subject to SEBI and RBI regulations and the FDI Policy.

In general, unlisted companies which have not yet accessed
the ADR or GDR route for raising capital would require prior
or simultaneous listing in the domestic market. Unlisted
companies which have already issued ADR / GDR in the
international market have to list in the domestic market on
making proﬁt or within three years of such issue, whichever is
earlier.
Portfolio Investment in India
Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) who are eligible and
apply / register with SEBI are eligible to invest in India under
the Portfolio Investment Scheme (PIS) within prescribed
guidelines, ceilings and parameters.
Eligible Institutional Investors that can register with SEBI as
FIIs include Pension Funds, Mutual Funds, Investment Trusts
,Banks, Charitable Societies, Foreign Central Bank, Sovereign
Wealth Funds, University Funds, Endowments, Foundations,
Charitable Trusts, Insurance Companies, Re-insurance
Companies, Foreign Government Agencies, International or
Multilateral Organisations/ Agencies, Broad based Funds,

Investment by Non-resident Indians
Non-resident Indians (NRIs) / Persons of Indian Origins (PIOs)
can invest in the shares or convertible debentures of an Indian
Company on a repatriation basis on the Indian stock exchange
under PIS subject to limits and conditions.
NRIs / PIOs can also invest in the shares or convertible
debentures of an Indian Company (not engaged in the
sectors of agricultural or plantation activities, real estate
business, construction of farm houses or dealing in Transfer
of Development Rights) on a non-repatriation basis subject to
conditions.
NRIs / PIOs are also eligible to invest in dated Government
securities, mutual funds, bonds, etc. on a repatriation and nonrepatriation basis as per the scheme / framework stipulated.
NRIs / PIOs can also invest in proprietary / partnership ﬁrms
within the compliance framework stipulated.
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Calculation of Total Foreign Investment
The FDI Policy also provides the methodology for calculation
of Total Foreign Investment in an Indian Company for the
purpose of sectoral cap and approval requirements. For this
purpose all types of foreign investments, i.e. FDI; FII holdings
as on 31 March; NRIs; ADRs; GDRs; FCCBs; FCEBs; and fully,
compulsorily and mandatorily convertible preference shares
are to be considered.

Route as per the FDI policy. Other cases and those of
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), Not for Proﬁt
Organisations, Government Bodies, and Departments are
considered and approved by the RBI with prior permission
of the Government. The application needs to be ﬁled with
the RBI through an Authorised Dealer (Banker). The LO / BO
approval of RBI is location speciﬁc and subject to guidelines
issued in this regard.

Total Foreign Investment is equal to Direct Foreign Investment
plus Indirect Foreign Investment in an Indian Company.

There are eligibility criteria and procedural guidelines for
establishment of LOs by foreign entities in India.

• Direct investments are all speciﬁed types of foreign
investment made directly by a non-resident entity into the
Indian Company

Following setup in India, the LO / BO faces various
registrations and compliance obligations including obtaining
a Unique Identiﬁcation Number from the RBI. In view of the
sizeable paperwork and time frame obligations, the entire
process needs to be carefully planned and implemented.

• Indirect foreign investments are investments in an Indian
Company made through investing Indian Companies which
are ‘owned or controlled’ by non-resident entities, to be
calculated as per the prescribed methodology.
These provisions are far-reaching in terms of scope, coverage,
and computation and go beyond the pro-rata methodology.
The entry level guidelines or conditions for FDI in an Indian
Company have been expressly clariﬁed to extend to indirect
foreign investment as well, i.e. downstream investments by
Indian entities owned and controlled by non-resident entities.
For foreign investments into an Indian Company engaged
only in the activity of investing in the capital of other
Indian Company/ies or a Company which does not have
any operations and also does not have any downstream
investment, prior Government approval is required.
For all cases of transfer of ownership or control of Indian
Companies in speciﬁed or controlled sectors from resident
Indian citizens or entities to non-resident entities, prior
Government approval will be required.
For downstream investments a notiﬁcation to the
Government within the prescribed timeframe and parameters
is required.

Liaison Ofﬁce
An Liaison Ofﬁce (LO) can act as a channel of communication
or carry out representation / liaison between the head ofﬁce
or group companies and parties in India. A LO is not permitted
to undertake any income generating, commercial or trading or
industrial activity, directly or indirectly.
The LO is obliged to maintain itself and meet its expenditure
through inward remittances from the head ofﬁce. A LO is
generally approved only for a speciﬁed period which is subject
to renewal. In certain sectors (Financial Sector), the LO is
obliged to upgrade into a Company (wholly owned Subsidiary
or Joint Venture (JV)) following the initial approval period.
The LOs of foreign banks obtaining prior approval from RBI
under the Banking Regulation do not need separate RBI
approval under the foreign exchange regulations. Similarly
foreign insurance companies are permitted to set up LOs
without RBI approval subject to necessary approval from the
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India.
Branch Ofﬁce

The investing Indian Companies cannot leverage funds
from the domestic market for the purpose of downstream
investment. Surplus retained by Indian entities can be utilised
for undertaking downstream investments. FVCIs are also
allowed to invest as non-resident entities in other companies
subject to the FDI Policy.

A Foreign Company is permitted to establish a BO in India
to undertake prescribed commercial activities and this is
generally suitable for manufacturing and trading companies
wanting to market / sell their products in India or IT Enabled /
Consultancy Firms wanting to render services in India.

Investment Vehicles for Foreign Investors
Choice of Vehicle

The activities permitted for a BO does not include
manufacturing (unless set up in a Special Economic Zone
(SEZ), for which setup and operation is governed under
separate regulations) and domestic / retail trading.

Depending upon its business needs, a Foreign Company can
choose between setting up a Liaison Ofﬁce (LO), a Branch
Ofﬁce (BO) or a Project Ofﬁce (PO) or incorporating / investing
in an Indian Company under FDI Guidelines.

No prior approval is required to set up a BO in SEZ to
undertake manufacturing or service activity provided 100
percent FDI under the Automatic Route is allowed in this
sector and subject to other conditions.

Eligibility criteria for Foreign Companies wanting to set-up
Liaison Ofﬁce / Branch Ofﬁce in India

The BOs of foreign banks obtaining prior approval from RBI
under the Banking Regulation do not need separate RBI
approval under the Foreign Exchange Regulations.

A Foreign Company can establish a LO or a BO in India
with prior approval from the RBI if it is engaged in a sector
where 100 percent FDI is permitted under the Automatic

The Bankers / Authorised Dealers are now authorised to
deal with the closure applications of such BOs of Foreign
Companies in India.
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Project Ofﬁce

Local Indian Subsidiary or Joint Venture Company

Foreign Companies undertaking projects in India and
satisfying prescribed requirements can set up POs for the
purpose of executing the project.

Subject to FDI Guidelines and Foreign Exchange Regulations
discussed above, a Foreign Company can set up its own
wholly owned Indian Subsidiary or Joint Venture Company
with an Indian or Foreign Partner.

The requirement of obtaining prior RBI approval for a PO that
meets speciﬁed conditions has been dispensed with and only
post facto ﬁlings are obligated. Similarly a PO can be wound
up without any speciﬁc approval by relevant ﬁlings through
Bankers.
A PO can only undertake activities relating to and incidental to
the execution of speciﬁc projects in India and has to be wound
up following the completion of the project.

A Subsidiary or a Joint Venture Company can be formed
either as a Private Limited Company or a Public Limited
Company. A Private Limited Company is obliged to restrict
the right of its members to transfer the shares, can have only
50 shareholders and is not allowed to have direct access to
deposits from the public. It is also subject to fewer corporate
compliance requirements as compared to a public company,
which is eligible for listing on stock exchanges.

A PO is permitted to open, hold and maintain one or more
foreign currency accounts subject to prescribed conditions /
parameters. A PO is allowed to remit intermittent surplus to
its head ofﬁce.
Comparative Summary
A comparative summary of previously discussed business entities is as follows:
Particulars

Liaison office

Branch office

Project office

Subsidiary / Joint Venture

1. Setting up
requirements (General)

Prior approval of RBI
required.

Prior approval of RBI
required.

Prior RBI approval not
required if certain conditions
are fulfilled.

For activities / sectors under the Automatic Route, only post facto filings with
the RBI obligated by the investee Indian Company. For For others, obtain prior
Government/ FIPB approval and then comply with post facto filings.

2. Permitted activities

Only a liaison,
representation, and
communication role
is permitted. No
commercial or business
activities or other
activities giving rise to
any business income can
be undertaken.

Only activities listed
/ permitted by RBI
can be undertaken.
Local manufacturing
and domestic /
retail trading are not
permitted.

Permitted if the Foreign
Company has a secured
contract from an Indian
Company to execute a
project in India.

Subject to Sectoral policy in FDI guidelines / framework.

3. Funding for local
operations

Local expenses can be
met only out of inward
remittances received
from abroad from head
office through normal
banking channels.

Local expenses can be
met through inward
remittances from head
office or from earnings
from permitted
operations.

Local expenses can be met
through inward remittances
from head office or from
earnings from permitted
operations.

Funding may be through equity or other forms of permitted capital infusion,
borrowings (local / overseas norms) or internal accruals.

4. Compliance
requirements under
Companies Act

Requires registration
and periodic filing
of accounts / other
documents.

Requires registration
and periodic filing
of accounts / other
documents.

Requires registration and
periodic filing of accounts /
other documents.

Required to comply with substantial higher statutory compliance and filing
requirements.

5. Compliance
requirements under
Foreign Exchange
Management Regulations

Required to obtain and file an Annual Activity
Certificate from the Auditors in India with the
Authorised Dealer / Banker with a copy to the
Income Tax Authorities.

Compliance certificates
stipulated for various
purposes.

Required to file periodic and annual filings relating to receipt of capital and issue of
shares to foreign investors.

6. Permanent
Establishment (PE) /
taxable presence

LO generally does not
constitute PE / taxable
presence under Double
Taxation Avoidance
Agreements (DTAAs)
due to limited scope of
activities in India.

Generally constitutes
a PE and is a taxable
presence under DTAA
as well as domestic
income tax provisions.

Generally constitutes a PE
and is a taxable presence
under DTAA as well as
domestic income tax
provisions.

It is an independent taxable entity and does not constitute a PE of the Foreign
Company per se unless deeming provisions of the DTAA are attracted.

7. Compliance
requirements under
Income Tax Act

No tax liability as
generally it cannot /
does not carry out any
commercial or income
earning activities.
Annual filing of
information with the
Income Tax Authorities
within 60 days from the
end of the financial year.

Obliged to pay tax on
income earned and
required to file returns
of income in India.
No further tax on
repatriation of profits.

Obliged to pay tax on
income earned and required
to file returns of income
in India.
No further tax on
repatriation of profits.

Liable to tax on global income on net basis.
Dividend declared is freely remittable but subject to Dividend Distribution Tax
(DDT)#.

#DDT is currently levied at 15 percent (plus applicable surcharge and education cess) on dividends declared / distributed / paid by the Indian Company.
Limited inter-corporate dividend set-off rules apply. Pursuant to DDT, dividends are tax free for all shareholders.
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Repatriation of Foreign Exchange

Direct Taxes

India does not have full capital account convertibility as yet.
However, there have been signiﬁcant relaxations in the recent
past for withdrawal of foreign exchange for both current
account and capital account transactions. The payments due
in connection with foreign trade, other current business,
services, etc. are regarded as current account transactions
and are generally permissible. As per the Current Account
Transaction Rules, the withdrawal of foreign exchange for
current account transactions is regulated as follows:

India follows a ‘residence’ based taxation system. Broadly,
taxpayers may be classiﬁed as ‘residents’ or ‘non-residents’.
Individual taxpayers may also be classiﬁed as ’residents but
not ordinarily resident’.
The ‘tax year’ (known as the ﬁnancial year) in India runs
from 1 April to 31 March of the following calendar year for all
taxpayers. The ‘previous year’ basis of assessment is used,
i.e. any income pertaining to the ‘tax year’ is offered to tax in
the following year (known as the assessment year).

Prescribed Schedule

Withdrawal for

Approving Authority

Schedule I

Transactions prohibited

N.A

Schedule II

Transactions which require
prior approval of the Central
Government

Concerned Ministry or
Department of Government

Generally, the global income of domestic companies,
partnerships and local authorities is subject to tax at ﬂat rates,
whereas individuals and other speciﬁed taxpayers are subject
to progressive tax rates. Foreign Companies and non-resident
individuals are also subject to tax at varying rates on speciﬁed
income which is received / accrued or deemed to be received
/ accrued in India.

Schedule III

Transactions which require prior
approval of the RBI

RBI

Residential status

In the case of certain transactions listed in Schedules II and
III, prior approval is not required if the payment is made out
of foreign exchange funds held in Exchange Earner’s Foreign
Currency (EEFC) account of the Remitter. Remittances for all
other current Account transactions can generally be made
directly through the Authorised Dealers (Bankers) without any
speciﬁc prior approval. Some of the relevant Current Account
payments are discussed below.
Dividends: Dividends declared by an Indian Company can be
freely remitted overseas to foreign shareholders without any
prior approval or dividend balancing requirement.
Foreign technology collaboration: The Government’s
liberalised policy now permits payments for royalty, lumpsum fees for transfer of technology and payments for use
of trademark / brand name under the Automatic Route
without any restrictions / ceilings. An independent reporting
mechanism is proposed to be put in place to monitor
remittances / compliance.
Consultancy services: Remittances up to USD 1 million per
project (USD 10 million for speciﬁed infrastructure projects)
can be made without any prior approval of the RBI. However,
no such prior approval is necessary if the remittance
exceeding this ceiling is made out of an EEFC account of the
Remitter.
Import of goods: Payments in connection with import of
goods and services in the ordinary course of business are
generally permissible and can be undertaken freely through
direct ﬁling of required documents with the Authorised Dealer
/ Banker, subject only to the period of settlement, rate of
interest, advance that can be made, etc.
Netting off overseas receivable and payables: Generally,
netting off of foreign exchange receivables against foreign
exchange payables is not permitted. Speciﬁc relaxation exists
in the regulations for some cases like units in SEZs. The RBI
can also give case speciﬁc approvals for netting off based on
industry requirement / practice and internal norms.

Individual
Depending upon the period of physical stay in India during a
given tax year (and the preceding ten tax years), an individual
may be classiﬁed as a resident or a non-resident or a ‘not
ordinarily resident’ in India.
Company
A resident company is a company formed and registered
under the Companies Act, 1956 or one whose control
and management is situated wholly in India. An Indian
Company (being a company formed and registered under the
Companies Act, 1956) by deﬁnition is always a resident.
A non-resident company is one whose control and
management is situated wholly outside India. Consequently,
an Indian Company that is wholly owned by a foreign entity
but managed from India by foreign individuals / companies is
also considered as a resident Indian company.
Kinds of taxes
Corporate income tax – Indian Company
A resident company is taxed on its global income. Income tax
@ 30 percent is levied on income earned during a tax year as
per the rates declared by the annual Finance Act. Surcharge @
5 percent is chargeable, in the case of companies other than a
Foreign Company, if the total income exceeds INR 10 million.
Education cess is applicable at 3 percent on income tax
(inclusive of surcharge, if any). Further, a company is required
to pay the other taxes e.g. Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT) at
20.007 percent (including education cess and surcharge) on
the adjusted book proﬁts in the case that the book proﬁts are
less than the taxable income of the Company and DDT at
16.22 percent (including education cess and surcharge) on the
dividend declared, distributed or paid.
Dividend income received by an Indian Company from the
Foreign Companies would be taxed at 16.22 percent provided
it holds at least 26 percent in nominal value of equity share
capital of the foreign company.
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Tonnage Tax Scheme for Indian Shipping Companies
Tax is levied on the notional income of the Indian shipping
company arising from the operation of ships at normal
corporate tax rates. The notional income is determined in a
prescribed manner on the basis of the tonnage of the ship.
Shipping companies can opt for the scheme or taxation under
normal provisions. Once the scheme has been opted for, it
would apply for a mandatory period of ten years and other tax
provisions would not apply.

Capital gains tax

Securities Transaction Tax (STT)
STT is levied on the value of taxable securities transactions at
speciﬁed rates.

Long-term capital gains arise from assets held for 36 months
or more (12 months for shares, units, etc.) and are eligible for
indexation beneﬁt.

The taxable securities transactions are –

Gains arising from transfer of long-term capital assets
are taxed at special rates / eligible for certain exemptions
(including exemption from tax where the sale transaction is
chargeable to STT). Short-term capital gains arising on transfer
of assets other than certain speciﬁed assets are taxable at
normal rates.

• Purchase / Sale of equity shares in a company or a
derivative or a unit of an equity-oriented fund entered into
in a recognised stock exchange; and
• Sale of a unit of an equity-oriented fund to the mutual fund.
Wealth Tax
Wealth tax is leviable on speciﬁed assets at one percent on
the value of the net assets as held by the taxpayer (net of
debts incurred in respect of such assets) in excess of the
basic exemption of three million.

The proﬁts arising from the transfer of capital assets are
liable to be taxed as capital gains. Capital assets include all
kinds of property except stock-in-trade, raw materials and
consumables used in businesses or professions, personal
effects (except jewellery), agricultural land and notiﬁed gold
bonds.
The length of time of an asset’s holding determines whether
the gain is short-term or long-term.

Taxability of non-resident Indians
Non-resident Indians are also liable to tax in India on a gross
basis depending upon the type of income received.
Foreign nationals

Tax rates
Personal taxes
Individuals (excluding women and senior citizens) are liable to
tax in India at progressive rates of tax as follows:
Total Income

Basic Tax Rates (d)(e)

Foreign nationals are liable to tax in India depending upon
their residential status. Indian tax law provides an exemption
of income earned by employees of a foreign enterprise for
services rendered in India, subject to the following conditions:
• The foreign enterprise is not conducting any trade or
business in India
• The individual’s stay in India does not exceed 90 days
• The payment made is not deducted in computing the
income of the employer.

Up to INR 180,000 (a)(b)(c) (USD 3750)

NIL

INR 180,001 to INR 500,000 (USD 3750-10,416)

10%

INR 500,001 to INR 800,000 (USD 10,416-16.667)

20%

Remuneration received by a person employed on a foreign
ship is exempt from tax provided his/her stay in India does not
exceed 90 days.

INR 800,001 and above (USD 16,667)

30%

Foreign Companies

(a) In the case of a resident woman below the age of 60 years, the basic
exemption limit is INR 190,000 (USD 3958)

A non-resident company is taxed at 42.02 percent on income
which is received / accrued or deemed to accrue / arise in
India.

(b) In the case of a resident individual of the age of 60 years or above but below
80 years, the basic exemption limit is INR 250,000 (USD 5208)
(c) In the case of a resident individual of the age of 80 years or above, the basic
exemption limit is INR 500,000 (USD 3750)
(d) Surcharge is not applicable
(e) Education cess is applicable @ 3 percent on income tax

Modes of taxation
Gross basis of taxation
Interest and Royalties / Fees for Technical Services (FTS) earned
by non-residents are liable to tax on a gross basis at 21.012
and 10.506 percent (including surcharge and education cess)
respectively.

Presumptive basis of taxation
Foreign Companies engaged in certain speciﬁed business
activities are subject to tax on a presumptive basis.
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Activity

Basis of taxation

Effective tax rate (including
education cess and surcharge)

Oil and gas services

Deemed profit of 10%
of revenues

4.2024%

Execution of certain
turnkey contracts

Deemed profit of 10%
of revenues

4.2024%

Air transport

Deemed profit of 5% of
revenues

2.1012%

Shipping operations

Deemed profit of 7.5%
of freight revenues

3.1518%

Head ofﬁce expenditure
Foreign Companies operating in India through a branch are
allowed to deduct executive and general administrative
expenditure incurred by the head ofﬁce outside India. However,
such expenditure is restricted to the lower of:
• Five percent of adjusted total income (as deﬁned); or
• Expenditure attributable to the Indian business.
In cases where the adjusted total income for a year is a loss, the
expenditure is restricted to ﬁve percent of the average adjusted
total income (as deﬁned).

Grouping / consolidation
No provisions currently exist for the grouping / consolidation
of losses of entities within the same group.

Taxation on transfer of shares of a closely held company
without any consideration
With effect from 1 June 2010, the transfer of shares of closely
held company without or for inadequate consideration to a
ﬁrm or to a closely held company is taxable in the hands of
recipient of shares. The taxable income for the recipient will
be the fair market value of the shares if the transfer is without
consideration or if the difference between the fair market
value and consideration exceeds the threshold of INR 50,000.
The computation of fair market value of the shares has been
prescribed.
Withholding of taxes
Generally, incomes payable to residents or non-residents
are liable to withholding tax by the payer (in most cases
individuals are not obliged to withhold tax on payments made
by them). Except where preferential tax rates are provided
for under a DTAA, payments to Foreign Companies / nonresidents are subject to the following withholding tax rates:
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Type of income

Foreign companies#

Other non-residents*

Interest on foreign currency
loan

20 percent

20 percent

Royalties and technical
services fee approved
by the Government or
in accordance with the
industrial policy

10 percent

10 percent

Long term capital gains

20 percent

20 percent

Any other income

40 percent

30 percent

In addition, there is a surcharge of two percent in the case
of companies and education cess of three percent. The rate
of tax on other short-term capital gains is 30 percent plus
surcharge (if applicable) and education cess.

Return of Income
Every company and every other taxpayer whose taxable
income exceeds the minimum amount not chargeable to
tax is required to ﬁle a return of income in a prescribed
form. The return of income is required to be ﬁled before the
prescribed dates of the assessment year.

Assessment Procedure
# Surcharge of 2 percent (if the total income exceeds INR 10 million) plus
education cess of 3 percent on income tax including surcharge is to be levied.
* Education cess of 3 percent on income tax is to be levied.

Carry forward of losses and unabsorbed depreciation Subject to the fulﬁlment of prescribed conditions
Business loss (including that of speculation business),
unabsorbed depreciation, and capital loss (long-term as well
as short-term) can be carried forward and set off as per the
prescribed provisions of the law.

Corporate reorganisations
Corporate re-organisations, such as mergers, demergers and
slump sales, are either tax neutral or taxed at concessional
rates subject to the fulﬁlment of the prescribed conditions.

Limited Liability Partnerships
The Limited Liability Partnership Act was introduced in 2008 in
India. Subsequently, the Finance Act, 2009 introduced the tax
treatment for LLPs. LLPs are subject to Alternate Minimum
Tax from the ﬁnancial year 2011-12 while provisions dealing
with DDT do not apply to an LLP.
The conversion of a private company or unlisted public
company into an LLP is exempt from tax subject to prescribed
conditions.

The Tax Ofﬁcers conduct the audits of the income disclosed
by the taxpayers and recompute the tax liability based on
their ﬁndings. The taxpayer, if aggrieved by the decision
of the Tax Ofﬁcer, has an option to ﬁle an appeal to the
ﬁrst appellate authority, i.e. Commissioner of Income-tax
(Appeals). Similarly, the taxpayer can ﬁle an appeal before
the Income-tax Appellate Tribunal, High Court and Supreme
Court.

Dispute Resolution Mechanism
In order to facilitate expeditious resolution of transfer
pricing disputes and disputes relating to taxation of foreign
companies, an alternate dispute resolution mechanism has
been provided in the form of the Dispute Resolution Panel
(DRP) effective from 1 October 2009.

Relief from Double Taxation
India has entered into DTAA with more than 80 countries.
Generally, provisions of DTAA’s prevail over the domestic
tax provisions. However, the domestic tax provisions may
apply to the extent that they are more beneﬁcial to the
taxpayer.
Currently, India has also signed Tax Information Exchange
Agreement with some territories for eg. Bermuda, Isle of
Man, Bahamas, etc.

Authority for Advance Rulings (AAR)
Foreign Institutional Investors
To promote the development of Indian capital markets,
qualiﬁed FIIs / sub-accounts registered with the SEBI and
investing in listed Indian shares and units are subject to tax as
per the beneﬁcial regime as follows:

Interest

20 percent

Long-term capital gains #

NIL

Short- term capital gains #
# Subject to payment of STT

15 percent

A scheme of advance rulings is available to an applicant
(who may be either a non-resident or a resident who has
entered into a transaction with a non-resident) with respect
to any question of law or fact in relation to the tax liability of
the non-resident, arising out of a transaction undertaken or
proposed to be undertaken.
The advance rulings are binding on the tax authorities as
well as the applicant. Further, a suit can be ﬁled before the
High Court against the AAR order.
Advance rulings help non-residents and residents
having transactions with a non-resident in planning their
income tax affairs well in advance and bring certainty in
determination of income tax liability. They also help in
avoiding long drawn and expensive litigation in India.
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Anti-Avoidance Measures

Tax holiday in respect of infrastructure projects

A ‘toolbox’ of anti-avoidance measures has been introduced
from 1 June 2011 in respect of transactions with persons in
jurisdictions notiﬁed by the Central Government which do not
effectively exchange information with India.

Undertakings engaged in prescribed infrastructure projects
are eligible for a tax holiday for a consecutive period of ten
years.
Tax holiday in respect of power projects

Tax Incentives
Special Economic Zones
In 2000, the Special Economic Zone Scheme was introduced
in the erstwhile Export Import Policy with the objective of
providing an internationally competitive and hassle free
environment for exports through integrated world class
infrastructure.
The Scheme is administered by the Ministry of Commerce
through the concerned Development Commissioner. The
Scheme is operated through the Special Economic Zone Act,
2005 and Special Economic Zone Rules, 2006.

A tax holiday of 10 years in a block of 15 years is available
to undertakings set up before 31 March 2012 with respect
to generation / generation and distribution of power, laying
of a network of new lines for transmission or distribution,
undertaking a substantial renovation (more than 50 percent)
and modernisation of the existing network of transmission or
distribution lines.

Transfer Pricing in India
Scope and Applicability

However, with effect from ﬁnancial year 2011-12, MAT and
DDT provisions are applicable to the SEZ units.

The price of any transaction between “associated
enterprises”, either or both of whom are non-resident for
Indian income tax purposes, shall be computed having regard
to the arm’s length price. Two enterprises are considered
to be “associated enterprises” if there is direct / indirect
participation in the management or control or capital of an
enterprise by another enterprise or by same persons in
both the enterprises. The Income-tax Act, 1961 also deﬁnes
speciﬁc situations wherein two enterprises shall be deemed
to be associated enterprises.

SEZ developer

Determination of Arm’s Length Price

A 100 percent tax holiday (on proﬁts and gains derived from
any business of developing an SEZ) for any ten consecutive
years out of 15 years has been provided to undertakings
involved in developing SEZs notiﬁed on or after 1 April 2005
under the SEZ Act, 2005.

The Indian Transfer Pricing Regulations require the arm’s
length price in relation to an international transaction to be
determined by any one of the following methods, being the
most appropriate method (MAM).

Units set up in SEZs
A unit which sets up its operations in SEZ is entitled to claim
tax holiday for a period of 15 years commencing from the year
in which such unit begins to manufacture or produce articles
or things or provide services. The beneﬁts are available against
export proﬁts.

However, with effect from ﬁnancial year 2011-12 MAT and
DDT provisions are applicable to the SEZ developers.
Offshore Banking Units (OBUs) and International
Financial Services Center units (IFSCs) set up in SEZs
OBUs and IFSCs located in SEZs are entitled to tax holidays of
100 percent of income for the ﬁrst ﬁve years and 50 percent
for next ﬁve consecutive years.
In-house research and development
A weighted deduction at the rate of 200 percent of
the scientiﬁc research expenditure incurred (excluding
expenditure on the cost of land or buildings) on an in-house
research and development facility is provided to a taxpayer
engaged in the business of manufacture or production of any
article or thing other than a prohibited article or thing listed in
the Eleventh Schedule.

• Comparable uncontrolled price (CUP) method
• Resale price method (RPM)
• Cost plus method (CPLM)
• Proﬁt split method (PSM)
• Transactional Net Margin Method (TNMM).
In a case where more than one price is determined by
the MAM, the arm’s length price shall be taken to be the
arithmetical mean of such prices. Currently, the Transfer
Pricing Regulations provide for an arm’s length variation of
+/-5 percent to the value of the international transaction.
Going forward such percentage will be notiﬁed by the Central
Government.
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Compliance Requirements

NEW DIRECT TAXES CODE 2010 - Proposed

The Transfer Pricing Regulations have prescribed an illustrative
list of information and supporting documents required to
be maintained by taxpayers entering into an international
transaction. Currently, the mandatory documentation
requirements are applicable only in cases where the
aggregate value of the international transactions exceed INR
10 million.

The DTC aims to replace the Income-tax Act, 1961 and the
Wealth-tax Act, 1957. Several proposals of the DTC are
path-breaking and aim to bring changes to the ways we have
traditionally understood tax laws in India.

Further, every entity entering into an international transaction
is required to ﬁle a transfer pricing audit certiﬁcate (Form
3CEB).
Transfer Pricing Audits
Transfer pricing matters are dealt with by specialised Transfer
Pricing Ofﬁcers duly guided by Directors of International
Taxation, being part of the Indian tax administration. In
accordance with the internal administrative guidelines
issued to the Revenue Authorities, all taxpayers reporting
international transactions with associated enterprises
exceeding INR 150 million are subject to a mandatory transfer
pricing audit.

General provisions
• The DTC 2010 is proposed to come into force on 1 April
2012, if enacted.
• The concept of previous year replaced with a new concept
of ﬁnancial year which inter alia means a period of 12
months commencing from the 1April, 2011.
Corporate Tax

Tax rates for domestic companies
Category

Rates as per DTC

Income tax

30 percent

MAT

Levied at 20 percent of the adjusted book profits in the case of
companies where income tax payable on taxable income according to
normal provisions of the DTC is lower than the tax @ 20 percent on
book profits

DDT

15 percent

Safe Harbor Rules
The Central Board of Direct Taxes has been empowered
to introduce Safe Harbour provisions aimed at minimising
disputes relating to transfer pricing matters. ‘Safe Harbour’
has been deﬁned to mean ‘circumstances’ in which the
Revenue Authorities shall accept the transfer prices declared
by the taxpayers - i.e. such taxpayers would not be subject to
transfer pricing scrutiny. Detailed rules to operationalise the
Safe Harbour provisions are currently awaited.
Advance Pricing Agreements
Currently, the Indian transfer pricing provisions do not contain
any provisions relating to Advance Pricing Agreements;
however, this is proposed to be introduced in the Direct Taxes
Code, 2010 (DTC).
Mutual Agreement Procedure
The taxpayers can choose a Mutual Agreement Procedure
(MAP) to resolve bilateral international tax/ transfer pricing
issues with certain foreign jurisdictions depending on the
provisions in the relevant DTAAs. The Revenue Authorities
have issued notiﬁcations whereby, subject to the satisfaction
of certain conditions and depending on the relevant foreign
jurisdiction, the taxpayers choosing the MAP process may
not need to pay the tax demand until the closure of the MAP
proceedings, subject to the furnishing of a bank guarantee.

Provision pertaining to non-residents
Category
Foreign company

As per DTC
30 percent
Additional branch profits tax of 15 percent (on post tax income) for
income attributable directly or indirectly to Permanent Establishment
(PE) of foreign companies in India

• A foreign company is considered to be a resident in India if
its ‘place of effective management’ is situated in India.
• Place of effective management of the company means –
- The place where the board of directors of the company
or its executive directors, as the case may be, make
their decisions; or
- In a case where the board of directors routinely approve
the commercial and strategic decisions made by the
executive directors or ofﬁcers of the company, the
place where such executive directors or ofﬁcers of the
company perform their functions.
• Persons other than individuals and companies are
considered to be resident in India if their place of control
and management at any time in the year is situated wholly
or partly in India
The rule is that the provisions of domestic law or DTAA,
whichever are more beneﬁcial, shall apply, except where
provisions relating to (a) General Anti-Avoidance Rules
(GAAR), (b) levy of Branch Proﬁts Tax, or (c) Controlled
Foreign Companies (CFCs) apply.
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• Income shall be deemed to accrue in India if it accrues,
whether directly or indirectly, through or from the transfer
of a capital asset situated in India

• An arrangement would be presumed to be for obtaining tax
beneﬁt unless the taxpayer demonstrates that obtaining
tax beneﬁt was not the main objective of the arrangement

• Income from transfer of shares or interest in a foreign
company by a non-resident outside India will not be
deemed to accrue in India if the fair market value of
the assets owned in India (directly or indirectly) by that
company does not exceed 50 percent of the fair market
value of the total assets owned by that company

• The Tax Ofﬁcer is to determine the tax consequences on
invoking GAAR by reallocating the income or regarding/
recharacterising the arrangement

• Further, it is provided that proportionate gains would be
taxable in India where any income is deemed to accrue to
a non-resident by way of transfer of shares or interest in a
foreign company

Personal Taxation

• PE has been deﬁned in the same way as in DTAA and
includes one day service PE, (substantial) equipment PE
and insurance agent PE
• In relation to availability of Foreign Tax Credit, it has been
clariﬁed that:
- Foreign Tax Credit to be available to a person resident in
India
- Foreign Tax Credit to be restricted to the amount of
Indian income tax payable on (a) income taxed outside
India and (b) the total income of the taxpayer.
• The Central Government may prescribe methods for
computing the foreign tax credit, the manner of claiming
credit and such other particulars as are necessary for the
relief or avoidance of double taxation
• Income of FIIs from transfer of any security will be taxable
as capital gains
• For non-residents, head ofﬁce expenditure shall be
restricted to one-half percent of the total sales, turnover or
gross receipts
• DTC also proposes to introduce a CFC regime in India.

General Anti-Avoidance Rules
• GAAR provisions empower the Tax Authorities to declare
any arrangement as an “impermissible avoidance
arrangement” provided it has been entered into with the
objective of obtaining tax beneﬁt and satisﬁes any one of
the following conditions:
- It is not at arm’s length
- It represents misuse or abuse of the provisions of the
DTC
- It lacks commercial substance
- It is carried out in a manner not normally employed for
bona ﬁde business purposes.

• GAAR to override DTAA provisions.

• New beneﬁcial tax slabs are proposed to be introduced
which will reduce the tax burden for individuals. A peak
rate of 30 percent applicable on income exceeding INR one
million
• The category of ‘not ordinarily resident’ abolished and only
two categories of taxpayers are proposed, viz. residents
and non-residents. The additional condition of 729 days
retained only to ascertain the taxability of overseas income
• A citizen of India or person of Indian origin living outside
India and visiting India will trigger residency by staying in
India for more than 59 days.
Wealth Tax
Every person, other than a NPO, is liable to pay wealth tax
at the rate of one percent on net wealth exceeding INR 10
million.

Indirect Taxes
Customs Duty
Customs duty is applicable on import of goods into India. It is
payable by the importer of the goods.
Customs duty comprises of the following elements:
• Basic Customs Duty (BCD)
• Additional Customs Duty (ACD) (this is levied in lieu
of CENVAT, i.e. excise duty,and is applicable on goods
manufactured in India)
• Education Cess (E-cess)
• Secondary and Higher Education cess (SHE-cess)
• Special Additional Duty (SAD) (this is levied in lieu of Value
Added Tax (VAT), applicable on sale of goods in India).
The applicable customs duty rate on the import of any goods
into India is based on the universally accepted Harmonised
System of Nomenclature (HSN) code assigned to the said
goods.
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The generic BCD rate is 10 percent at present and the
effective customs duty rate (i.e. the aggregate of the
abovementioned components, i.e. BCD, ACD, SAD and
cesses) with BCD at 10 percent is 26.85 percent (with ACD at
10 percent, SAD at 4 percent and cesses at 3 percent).
The ACD paid as part of customs duty would be available
as a CENVAT credit (set-off) to the manufacturers / service
providers using the imported goods as inputs in their
manufacturing / for provision of services. The SAD paid as
part of customs duty would be available as credit to the
manufacturer. For a trader, this SAD is available as a cash
refund (subject to the prescribed procedure) if State VAT has
been paid on subsequent sales of the imported goods.

Central Sales Tax (CST)
India has both Central and State level indirect tax levies on
sale or purchase of goods. Sale transactions which involve
movement of goods within the same State are subject to
levy of local State VAT, whereas sales which involve interState movement of goods are subject to CST in terms of the
provisions of the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956.
The rate of CST is equivalent to the VAT rate prevailing in the
State from where the movement of goods has commenced.
There is a concessional rate of two percent, if the buyer can
issue a declaration in Form C subject to fulﬁlment of speciﬁed
conditions.
CST paid by the buyer while procuring the goods is not
available as set-off for payment against any liability and hence
is a cost to the business.

CENVAT
CENVAT, also known as excise duty, is applicable on
manufacture of goods in India. It is payable by the person
undertaking the manufacturing activity. It is recoverable from
the buyer of the goods.
The applicable CENVAT rate on the manufacture of any
goods in India is based on the universally accepted HSN code
assigned to the said goods.
The generic CENVAT rate is 10.30 (including 2 percent E-Cess
and 1 percent SHE-cess).
The CENVAT paid on raw materials used in the manufacture
of ﬁnished products is available as set-off against the CENVAT
liability on manufacture of such ﬁnished goods, subject to
satisfaction of prescribed procedures. The beneﬁt of set-off
is also available on the service tax which has been paid on
services used by the manufacturer.
Service Tax
Service tax is applicable on provision of speciﬁed categories
of services. Currently, more than 115 services are covered
within the service tax net. Service tax is applicable across the
whole of India, except the State of Jammu and Kashmir.
The generic service tax rate is 10.30 (including 2 percent
E-Cess and 1 percent SHE-cess).
Generally, the service tax is payable by the service provider
except in certain speciﬁed categories where the recipient
is liable to pay it. Also, in cases of import of services, where
the service provider is a non-resident, the service recipient in
India would become liable to discharge the service tax liability
on a reverse charge basis.
The service tax law also provides for zero rating of services
which are exported outside India.

Research and Development Cess (R&D Cess)
R&D Cess is leviable at the rate of 5 percent on import of
technology directly or through deputation of foreign technical
personnel under a foreign collaboration.
Where the importer of the technology in India is liable for
payment of service tax liability under the categories of
Consulting Engineer’s services or Intellectual Property Right
services on the import of the technology then the R&D Cess
paid is available as deduction from such service tax liability.
VAT
VAT is applicable on sale of goods where the movement of
goods from the sale is within the same State. Each State has
different laws for levy of VAT and schedules of rates on various
goods.
It is pertinent to note that the VAT paid to vendors for
procurement of goods can be availed as input tax credit (setoff) against discharge of VAT or CST liability on sale of goods.
Certain VAT / CST incentives are available to units set up in
speciﬁed backward areas of the States. Such incentives are in
the nature of a concessional rate of VAT / CST or in the nature
of remission of the VAT / CST charged.
Entry Tax
Entry tax is levied on the entry of speciﬁed goods into a State
for use, consumption or sale there.
The entry tax rates vary from State to State and are applicable
only on speciﬁed goods. Certain States provide for a set-off of
entry tax paid against the VAT payable on the sale of goods in
such State.

The service tax paid on the services received can be used
as set-off against the liability of service tax on provision of
services. The beneﬁt of set-off is also available on CENVAT
which has been paid on raw materials / capital goods used by
the service provider.
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Octroi
Octroi is levied on the entry of speciﬁed goods into a speciﬁed
municipal limit / local areas (for e.g. Mumbai) for use,
consumption or sale there. Presently, Octroi is levied only in
certain areas of the State of Maharashtra.
The Octroi rates vary from Nil to seven percent across
municipal areas and also depends upon the nature of the
goods. No set-off of Octroi paid is available against any liability
and hence is a cost to the business.
Other Local Taxes
Besides the above mentioned taxes, there are certain local
taxes applicable within speciﬁc areas of certain identiﬁed
cities, towns, villages, etc., e.g. agricultural produce market
cess and mandi tax, entertainment tax on entertainment
activities, luxury tax on luxury, etc.
Such taxes are generally levied on the removal of goods
from the speciﬁed locations. No set-off of such taxes paid is
available and hence such taxes would form part of the cost of
procurement.

• Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG)
Under the EPCG Scheme, capital goods (including
secondhand capital goods) can be imported at a
concessional customs duty rate of 3 percent or at Nil rate
(depending on the capital goods imported) with the export
obligation of eight times the amount of duty saved over a
period of eight years.
• Served From India Scheme (SFIS)
Under the SFIS, service providers exporting their services
are allowed to import goods without payment of Customs
duty against a SFIS issued to them. The value of SFIS
issued is up to 10 percent of the realisations from service
exports in the current / previous ﬁnancial year.
• Duty Free Import Authorisation (DFIA)
Under the DFIA Scheme, the raw materials can be
imported without payment of customs duty, if the goods
manufactured using the imported raw materials are
exported subject to fulﬁlment of speciﬁed conditions.
Goods and Services Tax (GST)

Foreign Trade Policy (FTP)
The FTP is outlined by the Ministry of Commerce and
provides a broad policy framework for promoting exports and
regulating imports into the country.
The FTP outlines various export promotion schemes for
enterprises in designated areas such as Software Technology
Parks and Export Oriented Units which enable them to
procure the raw materials free from customs duty / CENVAT.

The Indian indirect tax system as enumerated above is
complicated and multi-layered with levies both at the Central
and State levels with various inefﬁciencies, cascading effect
of taxes, multiplicity of tax rates, etc.
With a view to reducing the complexities and streamlining
various indirect taxes at the Central and the State levels, an
Empowered Committee has been set up to look into various
aspects of integrating the multiple indirect taxes into a
common goods and services tax.

The FTP also outlines various export promotion schemes
providing beneﬁts such as import of goods at Nil or
concessional customs duty rates if the goods manufactured
/ services provided are exported subject to fulﬁlment of
prescribed export obligations. Such schemes inter alia include:
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As per the current discussions, India is proposing to
implement a dual GST structure comprising of the Central
GST (CGST) to be levied by the Centre and State GST (SGST)
to be levied by the States.
Integrated GST, which is combination of CGST and SGST,
would be applicable on all inter-State transactions of goods
and services and would be levied by the Central Government.
Inter-State stock transfers would be treated at par with interState sales for the levy of GST.
The salient features of GST are as follows:

Types of companies
The Companies Act provides for incorporation of different
types of companies, the most popular ones engaged in the
commercial activities being the private limited and public
limited companies (liability of members being limited to the
extent of their shareholding).
Private company
A private company is required to be incorporated with a
minimum paid-up capital of INR 100,000 and two subscribers.

• GST is a broad based and single uniﬁed consumption tax on
supply of goods and services

Broadly, the Companies Act:

• GST would be levied on the value addition at each stage of
supply chain

• Limits the number of the company’s members
(shareholders) to 50

• Full input credit of the taxes paid in the supply chain would
be available. However, there would be no cross credit
available between CGST and SGST

• Prohibits any invitation to the public to subscribe for any of
the company’s shares or debentures

• GST proposes to subsume the following taxes:
- Central taxes – CENVAT, CVD, SAD, service tax,
surcharges, cesses, etc.
- State taxes – VAT, entertainment tax; luxury tax; taxes
on lottery, betting and gambling; State cesses and
surcharges, entry tax, etc.

• Restricts the company’s right to transfer its shares

• Prohibits any invitation or acceptance of deposits from
persons other than the company’s members, directors or
their relatives.
The balance sheet and proﬁt and loss account of the company
have to be ﬁled with the ROC.
Public company

The tax rate structure recommended by the Central
Government is as follows:

A public company is a company which is not a private
company. A public company is required to be incorporated
with a minimum paid-up capital of INR 500,000 and seven
subscribers.

Goods

A private company which is a subsidiary of another company
which is not a private company shall be a public company.

• Exports would be zero rated.

Year

Lower Rate

Standard Rate

Services

Year 1

6%

10%

8%

Year 2

6%

9%

8%

Year 3

8%

8%

8%

The above rates are to be levied as CGST and SGST rates each, i.e. the lower rate
in Year 1 will be CGST 6 percent and SGST 6 percent. Therefore, the lower GST
rate for Year 1 will be 12 percent.

The levy was earlier scheduled to be introduced from 1 April
2010. This deadline has been postponed on several occasions
and currently the proposed date of ushering in this new
system is in the ﬁnancial year 2012 – 13.

Other Laws
Company Law
Indian company law is predominantly modeled on the English
law. The Companies Act, 1956 governs the incorporation,
operation, governance and closure of companies in India.
The administration of the Company Law is under the Ministry
of Company affairs through the Company Law Board (CLB)
and Registrar of Companies (ROC). A National Company Law
Tribunal has been proposed to be set up which is to take over
the functions of the CLB.

The proﬁt and loss accounts and balance sheet, along with
the reports of the directors and auditors, of a public company
are required to be ﬁled with the ROC and are available for
inspection to the public at large.
Listed public companies are additionally regulated by the
SEBI and have listing agreements with the stock exchange on
which they are listed.
A private company is a more popular form as it is less
cumbersome to incorporate and also has less stringent
reporting requirements. Usually, foreign corporations set up
their subsidiary companies as private companies.
Incorporation of Company
A company is formed by registering the Memorandum and
Articles of Association with the State Registrar of Companies
of the State in which the main ofﬁce is to be located. While
the Memorandum speciﬁes the objectives and purposes
for which the Company has been formed, while the Articles
lay down the rules and regulations for achieving those
objectives and purposes. The ROC will give the certiﬁcate of
incorporation after the required documents are presented
along with the requisite registration fee, which is scaled
according to the share capital of the company, as stated in its
memorandum.
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Share capital

Visa Regulations

The issue of shares symbolises the payment of share capital
in a company. The share capital is required to be stated in the
company’s Memorandum of Association (MOA). The nominal
or authorised share capital is the amount of capital stated in
the MOA that the company is authorised to issue. The paid-up
share capital is the amount of capital which is subscribed by
the shareholders.

Business visa

Management
The Act lays down speciﬁc provisions with respect to
managing the affairs of a company so as to protect the
interest of its shareholders and investing public.
Directors
A public company is required to have a minimum of three
directors and a private company is required to have a
minimum of two directors.
Directors are under a statutory duty to ensure that company’s
funds are used for legitimate business purposes.
Wholetime/ Managing Directors
Every public company or a private company which is
a subsidiary of a public company with a paid-up share
capital of `50 million must have a managing or whole
time director or a manager. An approval from the Central
Government (Department of Company Affairs) is required if
the remuneration proposed to be paid to such wholetime/
managing director is more than what is prescribed in Schedule
XIII of the Act.
Board meetings
Board meetings are required to be held every three months.
The Board may delegate its powers to borrow, invest
funds and make loans, up to certain speciﬁed limits, to the
committee of directors or managing directors.
Audit of accounts
Auditors of a company are appointed/ re-appointed in the
Annual General Meeting (AGM) of a company. Their tenure
lasts till the conclusion of the next AGM. The company in a
general meeting may remove auditors before the expiry of
their term in ofﬁce. Auditors are required to make a report
to the members of the company in respect of the accounts
(balance sheet, proﬁt and loss account) examined by them at
the end of each ﬁnancial year.
Winding up of companies
Under the Companies Act, winding up can be done in two
ways, i.e. winding up by Tribunal and voluntary winding up.

• A business visa may be granted to a foreign national who
desires to visit India to establish an industrial/business
venture or to explore possibilities to set up an industrial/
business venture in India
• A business visa is issued from the country of origin or from
the country of habitual domicile of the foreign national,
provided the period of residence of the foreign national
in that particular country is more than two years. If the
period of permanent residence of the applicant in that
particular country is less than two years, a business visa
may be granted only after personal interview, review of
documentation and prior clearance from the embassy/
mission of the country where the foreign national has a
permanent residence
• The guidelines issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA), Government of India, provides various illustrative
scenarios under which business visas may be granted to
the foreign nationals
• Business visa with multiple entry facility can be granted
up to a maximum period of ﬁve years and in the case of US
nationals up to a maximum period of ten years. Generally,
a stay stipulation of six months is prescribed for each
business visit.
Employment visa
• An employment visa may be granted to a highly skilled and/
or a qualiﬁed foreign national who desires to come to India
for employment. Employment visas are not granted for jobs
for which large numbers of qualiﬁed Indians are available
and for those jobs which are routine/ordinary/secretarial in
nature
• An employment visa may be granted to a foreign national
only if his/her salary is in excess of USD 25,000 per annum.
However, this salary limit is not applicable to ethnic cooks,
language (other than English) teachers/translators, and staff
working for a high commission/consulate in India. A foreign
national who desires to come to India for honorary work
(without salary) with a Non-Governmental Organisation
may be granted an employment visa
• An employment visa is issued from the country of origin
or from the country of habitual domicile of the foreign
national, provided the period of residence of the foreign
national in that particular country is more than two years
• The guidelines issued by the MHA, Government of
India, provide various illustrative scenarios under which
employment visas may be granted to the foreign nationals
• A change of employer is generally not permitted on an
employment visa. However, the MHA, Government of India
may on the merits of each case and in deserving cases
permit such change
• Multiple entry employment visas may be granted for a
maximum period of ﬁve years. The employment visa can be
extended in India on a year to year basis beyond the initial
visa validity period, up to a total period of ﬁve years from
the date of issue of the initial employment visa.
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Entry (X) visa
• An entry (X) visa is granted to the spouse and dependents
of a foreign national who desires to visit India or is
already in India on any other type of visa, i.e. business,
employment, etc.
• An entry (X) visa may also be granted to a foreign national
of Indian origin and his/her spouse/dependents who desire
to visit India for meeting relatives, holidays, sightseeing,
etc.
• The validity of the entry (X) visa is co-terminus with the visa
of the principal visa holder or a shorter duration but limited
to ﬁve years from the date of initial issue.
• Foreign nationals holding entry (X) visas cannot accept any
employment in India or undertake/engage in any business/
economic activity in India.
• Conversion of the entry(X) visa of the spouse of the
employee on an intra-company transfer to employment
visa may be permitted in India with the prior approval of the
MHA.

foreign nationals. However, project visas may be granted to
two chefs and two interpreters per project.
• Project visas can be extended in India only with the prior
approval of MHA.
• Project visas would be project speciﬁc and would be
restricted to the location of the project. A foreign national
coming on a project visa is disqualiﬁed from taking up
employment in the same Indian company for a period
of two years from the date of commissioning of the
project. However, the foreign national may be granted
a non-extendable business visa to attend any emergent
maintenance/commissioning issues in the Indian company.
Conference visa
• A conference visa may be granted to a foreign national who
intends to visit India with the sole objective of attending
a conference, seminar or workshop (‘event’) and is of
assured ﬁnancial standing.
Tourist visa

Project visa
• The MHA, Government of India, within the employment
visa regime introduced a new visa regime known as
‘Project Visa’ which has initially been made applicable to
the foreign nationals employed in the power and steel
sector. The number of project visas that may be granted per
power and steel project is subject to a ceiling.
• Project visas would be only issued to skilled/ highly skilled
foreign nationals and not to semi-skilled and unskilled

• A tourist visa is generally granted to a foreign national
whose primary objective of visiting India is sightseeing,
recreation, casual visit, etc., and does not involve any
economic or business activity.
• The ‘visa-on-arrival’ has been extended to citizens of 11
countries, namely Japan, Singapore, Finland, Luxembourg,
New Zealand, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, the Philippines,
Myanmar and Indonesia.
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Annexure
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Annexure 1
HS (Harmonized System) Classiﬁcation by Section
SECTION I

SECTION IV

LIVE ANIMALS; ANIMAL PRODUCTS

PREPARED FOODSTUFFS;BEVERAGES, SPIRITS AND
VINEGAR; TOBACCOAND MANUFACTURED TOBACCO
SUBSTITUTES

Section Notes
1 Live animals.
2 Meat and edible meat offal.
3 Fish and crustaceans, molluscs and other aquatic
invertebrates.
4 Dairy produce; birds’ eggs; natural honey; edible products of
animal origin, not elsewhere speciﬁed or included.
5 Products of animal origin, not elsewhere speciﬁed or
included.

SECTION II
VEGETABLE PRODUCTS

Section Notes
16 Preparations of meat, of ﬁsh or of crustaceans, molluscs or
other aquatic invertebrates.
17 Sugars and sugar confectionery.
18 Cocoa and cocoa preparations.
19 Preparations of cereals, ﬂour, starch or milk; pastrycooks’
products.
20 Preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts or other parts of
plants.
21 Miscellaneous edible preparations.
22 Beverages, spirits and vinegar.

Section Notes
6 Live trees and other plants; bulbs, roots and the like; cut
ﬂowers and ornamental foliage.

23 Residues and waste from the food industries; prepared
animal fodder.

7 Edible vegetables and certain roots and tubers.

24 Tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes.

8 Edible fruit and nuts; peel of citrus fruit or melons.
9 Coffee, tea, mate and spices.
10 Cereals.

SECTION V
MINERAL PRODUCTS

11 Products of the milling industry; malt; starches; inulin;
wheat gluten.

25 Salt; sulphur; earths and stone; plastering materials, lime
and cement.

12 Oil seeds and oleaginous fruits; miscellaneous grains,
seeds and fruit; industrial or medicinal plants; straw and
fodder.

26 Ores, slag and ash.
27 Mineral fuels, mineral oils and products of their distillation;
bituminous substances; mineral waxes.

13 Lac; gums, resins and other vegetable saps and extracts.
14 Vegetable plaiting materials; vegetable products not
elsewhere speciﬁed or included.

SECTION VI

SECTION III

28 Inorganic chemicals; organic or inorganic compounds of
precious metals, of rare-earth metals, of radioactive elements
or of isotopes.

ANIMAL OR VEGETABLE FATS AND OILS AND THEIR
CLEAVAGEPRODUCTS; PREPARED EDIBLE FATS;ANIMAL
OR VEGETABLE WAXES
15 Animal or vegetable fats and oils and their cleavage
products; prepared edible fats; animal or vegetable waxes.

PRODUCTS OF THE CHEMICAL OR ALLIED INDUSTRIES

29 Organic chemicals.
30 Pharmaceutical products.
31 Fertilisers.
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32 Tanning or dyeing extracts; tannins and their derivatives;
dyes, pigments and other colouring matter; paints and
varnishes; putty and other mastics; inks.
33 Essential oils and resinoids; perfumery, cosmetic or toilet
preparations.
34 Soap, organic surface-active agents, washing preparations,
lubricating preparations, artiﬁcial waxes, prepared waxes,
polishing or scouring preparations, candles and similar
articles, modelling pastes, “dental waxes” and dental
preparations with a basis of plaster.

SECTION X
PULP OF WOOD OR OF OTHER FIBROUS CELLULOSIC
MATERIAL;RECOVERED (WASTE AND SCRAP) PAPER OR
PAPERBOARD;PAPER AND PAPERBOARD AND ARTICLES
THEREOF
47 Pulp of wood or of other ﬁbrous cellulosic material;
recovered (waste and scrap) paper or paperboard.
48 Paper and paperboard; articles of paper pulp, of paper or of
paperboard.

35 Albuminoidal substances; modiﬁed starches; glues;
enzymes.

49 Printed books, newspapers, pictures and other products of
the printing industry; manuscripts, typescripts and plans.

36 Explosives; pyrotechnic products; matches; pyrophoric
alloys; certain combustible preparations.

SECTION XI

37 Photographic or cinematographic goods.

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE ARTICLES

38 Miscellaneous chemical products.

SECTION VII
PLASTICS AND ARTICLES THEREOF;RUBBER AND
ARTICLES THEREOF
Section Notes
39 Plastics and articles thereof
40 Rubber and articles thereof

Section Notes
50 Silk.
51 Wool, ﬁne or coarse animal hair; horsehair yarn and woven
fabric.
52 Cotton,
53 Other vegetable textile ﬁbres; paper yarn and woven
fabrics of paper yarn.
54 Man-made ﬁlaments.
55 Man-made staple ﬁbres.

SECTION VIII
RAW HIDES AND SKINS, LEATHER, FURSKINS AND
ARTICLESTHEREOF; SADDLERY AND HARNESS; TRAVEL
GOODS,HANDBAGS AND SIMILAR CONTAINERS;
ARTICLES OF ANIMAL GUT(OTHER THAN SILK-WORM GUT)
41 Raw hides and skins (other than furskins) and leather.
42 Articles of leather; saddlery and harness; travel goods,
handbags and similar containers; articles of animal gut (other
than silk-worm gut).
43 Furskins and artiﬁcial fur; manufactures thereof.

56 Wadding, felt and nonwovens; special yarns; twine,
cordage, ropes and cables and articles thereof
57 Carpets and other textile ﬂoor coverings.
58 Special woven fabrics; tufted textile fabrics; lace;
tapestries; trimmings; embroidery.
59 Impregnated, coated, covered or laminated textile fabrics;
textile articles of a kind suitable for industrial use.
60 Knitted or crocheted fabrics.
61 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, knitted or
crocheted.
62 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, not knitted or
crocheted.

SECTION IX
WOOD AND ARTICLES OF WOOD; WOOD
CHARCOAL;CORK AND ARTICLES OF CORK;
MANUFACTURES OF STRAW,OF ESPARTO OR OF OTHER
PLAITING MATERIALS;BASKETWARE AND WICKERWORK
44 Wood and articles of wood; wood charcoal,
45 Cork and articles of cork.
46 Manufactures of straw, of esparto or of other plaiting
materials; basketware and wickerwork.

63 Other made up textile articles; sets; worn clothing and
worn textile articles; rags.

SECTION XII
FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, UMBRELLAS, SUN
UMBRELLAS,WALKING-STICKS, SEAT-STICKS, WHIPS,
RIDING-CROPS ANDPARTS THEREOF; PREPARED
FEATHERS AND ARTICLES MADETHEREWITH; ARTIFICIAL
FLOWERS; ARTICLES OF HUMAN HAIR
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64 Footwear, gaiters and the like; parts of such articles,

SECTION XVI

65 Headgear and parts thereof

MACHINERY AND MECHANICAL APPLIANCES;ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT; PARTS THEREOF; SOUND RECORDERS
ANDREPRODUCERS, TELEVISION IMAGE AND SOUND
RECORDERS ANDREPRODUCERS, AND PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES OF SUCH ARTICLES

66 Umbrellas, sun umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks,
whips, riding-crops and parts thereof
67 Prepared feathers and down and articles made of feathers
or of down; artiﬁcial ﬂowers; articles of human hair.

SECTION XIII
ARTICLES OF STONE, PLASTER, CEMENT,
ASBESTOS, MICAOR SIMILAR MATERIALS; CERAMIC
PRODUCTS;GLASS AND GLASSWARE
68 Articles of stone, plaster, cement, asbestos, mica or similar
materials.

Section Notes
84 Nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery and mechanical
appliances; parts thereof
85 Electrical machinery and equipment and parts thereof;
sound recorders and reproducers, television image and sound
recorders and reproducers, and parts and accessories of such
articles,

69 Ceramic products.

SECTION XVII

70 Glass and glassware.

VEHICLES, AIRCRAFT, VESSELS AND
ASSOCIATEDTRANSPORT EQUIPMENT

SECTION XIV

Section Notes
86 Railway or tramway locomotives, rolling-stock and parts
thereat railway or tramway track ﬁxtures and ﬁttings and parts
thereof; mechanical (including electro-mechanical) trafﬁc
signalling equipment of all kinds.

NATURAL OR CULTURED PEARLS, PRECIOUS OR SEMIPRECIOUSSTONES, PRECIOUS METALS, METALS CLAD
WITH PRECIOUS METALAND ARTICLES THEREOF;
IMITATION JEWELLERY; COIN
71 Natural or cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious
stones, precious metals, metals clad with precious metal and
articles thereof; imitation, jewellery; coin.

87 Vehicles other than railway or tramway rolling-stock, and
parts and accessories thereof.
88 Aircraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof.
89 Ships, boats and ﬂoating structures.

SECTION XV
BASE METALS AND ARTICLES OF BASE METAL
Section Notes
72 Iron and steel.
73 Articles of iron or steel.
74 Copper and articles thereof
75 Nickel and articles thereof.
76 Aluminium and articles thereof
77 (Reserved for possible future use in the Harmonized
System)
78 Lead and articles thereof
79 Zinc and articles thereof.

SECTION XVIII
OPTICAL, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC,
MEASURING,CHECKING, PRECISION, MEDICAL OR
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTSAND APPARATUS; CLOCKS
AND WATCHES; MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS;PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES THEREOF
Section Notes
90 Optical, photographic, cinematographic, measuring,
checking, precision, medical or surgical instruments and
apparatus; parts and accessories thereof
91 Clocks and watches and parts thereof.
92 Musical instruments; parts and accessories of such
articles.

80 Tin and articles thereof.
81 Other base metals; cermets; articles thereof.

SECTION XIX

82 Tools, implements, cutlery, spoons and forks, of base
metal; parts thereof of base metal.

ARMS AND AMMUNITION; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
THEREOF

83 Miscellaneous articles of base metal.

93 Arms and ammunition; parts and accessories thereof.
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SECTION XX

2 - Crude materials, inedible, except fuels

MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURED ARTICLES

21 - Hides, skins and furskins, raw

94 Furniture; bedding, mattresses, mattress supports,
cushions and similar stuffed furnishings; lamps and lighting
ﬁttings, not elsewhere speciﬁed or included; illuminated signs,
illuminated nameplates and the like; prefabricated buildings.

22 - Oil-seeds and oleaginous fruits

95 Toys, games and sports requisites; parts and accessories
thereof

25 - Pulp and waste paper

23 - Crude rubber (including synthetic and reclaimed)
24 - Cork and wood

96 Miscellaneous manufactured articles.

26 - Textile ﬁbres (other than wool tops and other combed
wool) and their wastes (not manufactured into yarn or
fabric)

SECTION XXI
WORKS OF ART, COLLECTORS’ PIECES AND ANTIQUES

27 - Crude fertilizers, other than those of division 56, and
crude minerals (excluding coal, petroleum and precious
stones)

97 Works of art, collectors’ pieces and antiques.

28 - Metalliferous ores and metal scrap

98 (Reserved for special uses by Contracting Parties)

29 - Crude animal and vegetable materials, n.e.s.

99 (Reserved for special uses by Contracting Parties)

3 - Mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials
32 - Coal, coke and briquettes

Annexure 2
SITC (Standard International Trade Classiﬁcation)

33 - Petroleum, petroleum products and related materials
34 - Gas, natural and manufactured
35 - Electric current

SITC Rev.3
(Standard International Trade Classiﬁcation, Rev.3)

0 - Food and live animals
0 - Live animals other than animals of division 03
1 - Meat and meat preparations
2 - Dairy products and birds’ eggs
3 - Fish (not marine mammals), crustaceans, molluscs and
aquatic invertebrates, and preparations thereof
4 - Cereals and cereal preparations
5 - Vegetables and fruit
6 - Sugars, sugar preparations and honey
7 - Coffee, tea, cocoa, spices, and manufactures thereof

4 - Animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes
41 - Animal oils and fats
42 - Fixed vegetable fats and oils, crude, reﬁned or
fractionated
43 - Animal or vegetable fats and oils, processed; waxes
of animal or vegetable origin; inedible mixtures or
preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils, n.e.s.

5 - Chemicals and related products, n.e.s.
51 - Organic chemicals
52 - Inorganic chemicals
53 - Dyeing, tanning and colouring materials

8 - Feeding stuff for animals (not including unmilled
cereals)

54 - Medicinal and pharmaceutical products

9 - Miscellaneous edible products and preparations

55 - Essential oils and resinoids and perfume materials;
toilet, polishing and cleansing preparations
56 - Fertilizers (other than those of group 272)

1 - Beverages and tobacco
11 - Beverages
12 - Tobacco and tobacco manufactures

57 - Plastics in primary forms
58 - Plastics in non-primary forms
59 - Chemical materials and products, n.e.s.
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6 - Manufactured goods classiﬁed chieﬂy by
material
61 - Leather, leather manufactures, n.e.s., and dressed
furskins
62 - Rubber manufactures, n.e.s.
63 - Cork and wood manufactures (excluding furniture)
64 - Paper, paperboard and articles of paper pulp, of paper
or of paperboard
65 - Textile yarn, fabrics, made-up articles, n.e.s., and
related products
66 - Non-metallic mineral manufactures, n.e.s.
67 - Iron and steel
68 - Non-ferrous metals
69 - Manufactures of metals, n.e.s.

7 - Machinery and transport equipment
71 - Power-generating machinery and equipment
72 - Machinery specialized for particular industries
73 - Metalworking machinery
74 - General industrial machinery and equipment, n.e.s.,
and machine parts, n.e.s.
75 - Ofﬁce machines and automatic data-processing
machines
76 - Telecommunications and sound-recording and
reproducing apparatus and equipment
77 - Electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances,
n.e.s., and electrical parts thereof (including non-electrical
counterparts, n.e.s., of electrical household-type
equipment)

8 - Miscellaneous manufactured articles
81 - Prefabricated buildings; sanitary, plumbing, heating
and lighting ﬁxtures and ﬁttings, n.e.s.
82 - Furniture, and parts thereof; bedding, mattresses,
mattress supports, cushions and similar stuffed
furnishings
83 - Travel goods, handbags and similar containers
84 - Articles of apparel and clothing accessories
85 - Footwear
87 - Professional, scientiﬁc and controlling instruments
and apparatus, n.e.s.
88 - Photographic apparatus, equipment and supplies and
optical goods, n.e.s.; watches and clocks
89 - Miscellaneous manufactured articles, n.e.s.

9 - Commodities and transactions not classiﬁed
elsewhere in the SITC
91 - Postal packages not classiﬁed according to kind
93 - Special transactions and commodities not classiﬁed
according to kind
96 - Coin (other than gold coin), not being legal tender
97 - Gold, non-monetary (excluding gold ores and
concentrates)

I - Gold, monetary
II - Gold coin and current coin

78 - Road vehicles (including air-cushion vehicles)
79 - Other transport equipment
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About

IMC

Indian Merchants’ Chamber (IMC) set up in 1907, in the
wake of the ‘Swadeshi Movement’, to represent interests
of Indian businesses, IMC is a premier Chamber of trade,
commerce and industry in India.
Headquartered in Mumbai, the Chamber has more than
3000 members, comprising a cross section of the business
community. It plays advocacy role on wide range of matters,
affecting growth and development of businesses, on policy
and implementation matters. It represents interests of variety of
sectors like banking and ﬁnancial services, environment, energy,
water resources, geographic indications and protection of interests
of artisans, tourism, information technology, education, construction,
etc. IMC organises interactive meetings with ministers, senior
bureaucrats and others to express and drive home its views.
IMC’s Ladies Wing gives special focus to entrepreneurial development
for women and IMC’s Young Leaders Forum provides interactive platform
to young entrepreneurs & professionals.
IMC hosts foreign delegations visiting Mumbai and provides platform for
interaction to expand business ties and address issues affecting growth
of business between visiting country’s environment and India for doing
business.
IMC’s vibrant Economic Research and Training Foundation carries out research
in variety of areas and supports various initiatives of expert committees.
IMC’s Court of Arbitration & Mediation facilitates resolution of disputes at early
stages and also conducts training for arbitrators and mediators to ﬁll the skill gaps
in this area.
Rare books are the precious possession of IMC’s library which is very conveniently
located in the heart of Mumbai.
With its commitment to overall growth and development of all sections of society, IMC
has selected ‘Inclusive Innovation’ as its theme for the year 2011.
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About

KPMG in India

KPMG is a global network of professional ﬁrms providing Audit, Tax and Advisory
services. We operate in 150 countries and have 138,000 people working in member
ﬁrms around the world. The independent member ﬁrms of the KPMG network are
afﬁliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.
Each KPMG ﬁrm is a legally distinct and separate entity and describes itself as such.
Our Audit practice endeavors to provide robust and risk based audit services that
address our ﬁrms’ clients’ strategic priorities and business processes.
KPMG’s Tax services are designed to reﬂect the unique needs and objectives of each
client, whether we are dealing with the tax aspects of a cross-border acquisition or
developing and helping to implement a global transfer pricing strategy. In practical terms,
that means KPMG ﬁrms work with their clients to assist them in achieving effective tax
compliance and managing tax risks, while helping to control costs.
KPMG Advisory professionals provide advice and assistance to enable companies,
intermediaries and public sector bodies to mitigate risk, improve performance, and
create value. KPMG ﬁrms provide a wide range of Risk Consulting and Management
Consulting that can help clients respond to immediate needs as well as put in place the
strategies for the longer term.
KPMG in India, a professional services ﬁrm, is the Indian member ﬁrm of KPMG
International and was established in September 1993. Our professionals leverage the
global network of ﬁrms, providing detailed knowledge of local laws, regulations, markets
and competition. We provide services to over 5,000 international and national clients,
in India. KPMG has ofﬁces across India in Bangalore, Delhi, Chandigarh, Ahmedabad,
Mumbai, Pune, Chennai, Kochi, Hyderabad, and Kolkata. The ﬁrms in India have access to
more than 5,000 Indian and expatriate professionals, many of whom are internationally
trained. We strive to provide rapid, performance-based, industry-focused and technologyenabled services, which reﬂect a shared knowledge of global and local industries and our
experience of the Indian business environment.
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